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7621972 LIVING SIMPLE, FREE & HAPPY. By Cristin Frank. The original Reduction Rebel shows you the freedom and fulfillment you can find when you simplify your life. You'll learn how to use your talents, time, and space to combat stress, become more efficient, relieve money woes, open up opportunities, and provide unbelievable self fulfillment. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Betterway. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $3.95

1867474 QUICK AND EASY JIGS AND FIXTURES. By Kenny Pierce. Add speed, accuracy and ease to almost every operation in your shop with this book of 16 ingenious jigs, clever workshop aids and amazing devices that you cannot buy in any store. They are the time saving shortcuts you wish you'd thought of sooner. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

3436686 THE CLOCK REPAIRER'S HANDBOOK. By Laurie Penman. Everything you need to know to diagnose and correct faults in all kinds of clocks, both antique and modern, and carry out repairs. Useful to both the beginner and the experienced repairer, without baffling the former or annoying the latter. 176 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

571900 WORLD'S GREATEST CITIES: A Journey Through the Most Fascinating Cities Around the Globe. Ed. by Alberto Hernandez. An illuminating journey through 30 of the greatest cities in the world. As well as highlighting their most famous areas, more than 450 photos, cutaways, and 3D models of their landmarks allows you to travel tight into the heart of each one. 256 pages. Paragon. 8 1/4 x 11. $4.95

1877240 OLD-FASHIONED LABOR-SAVING DEVICES: Homemade Contrivances and How to Make them. Designed to speed and simplify everything from making your own butter to protecting drain outlets to organizing and storing tools, the easy to make mechanisms you'll find here can be just as useful for today's farmer as they were for the frontier homesteader. Illus. 622 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

3608468 CATTITUDES. By Victoria Roberts. Irresistibly original, elegant, and humorous, this volume brings you a menagerie of amazing felines—writing, dancing, painting, and always up to a little mischief. Dreamed up by one of The New York's finest cartoonists, it will make you smile, laugh, and wonder just what your cat is up to. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Imagine! Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

5885574 BRAIN GAMES HALLOWEEN PICTURE PUZZLES. By H. Fort & L. Pearson. This collection of puzzles is hauntingly challenging—and remarkably addictive! Just open the book, compare the spooky pictures, and find the differences. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Publications International. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

5759641 GREAT KITCHENS. By Ellen Whitaker et al. An intimate tour of the scenes of 26 chefs, who share their secrets of making a kitchen a great place to cook, relax, and enjoy the best of food and company, displaying a remarkable range of styles, and including their favorite home recipes. Fully illus in color. 232 pages. Taunton. Paperbound. $27.95. $4.95

5749344 WOMAN-POWERED FARM. By Audrey Levatino. If you're a woman searching for a more sustainable life, whether your goal is to ride a tractor or simply grow some of your own food, this comprehensive guide is for you. Written by a woman farmer, it offers practical advice for everything from chopping wood to fixing a flat tire. Well illus. in color. 343 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $3.95

7662920 THE OLD-HOUSE DOCTOR. By Christopher Evers. A practical, charming and comprehensive guide is for you. Written by a woman farmer, it offers practical advice for everything from chopping wood to fixing a flat tire. Well illus. in color. 343 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $3.95

1893084 THE ULTIMATE BOOK OF EVERYDAY KNOTS. By Geoffrey Budworth. This guide will teach anyone the best way to tie reliable, workable knots, handy for fishing, boating, climbing, crafts, household uses, and much more. It's the perfect guide for anyone wishing to learn advanced knotting techniques. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Skyhorse. 9 1/4 x 11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

5738997 W EED: Grow It, Cook It. By Floyd Barrington. A guide to how to grow your own weed, and once you've harvested the green, it's time to head into the kitchen and try one of the delicious recipes for weed-infused munchies and nibbles. These potent treats come with a 100% stoner satisfaction rating and are guaranteed to get you high. Try Cinnamon Dope-Nuts or Farta Pasta. Well illus. in color. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95
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Household Hints
6480551 1,001 OLD-TIME HOUSEHOLD HINTS: Timeless Bits of Household Wisdom for Today’s Home and Garden. By the eds. of Yankee Magazine. Provides the solutions that Colman used so household problems, which at first may seem strange: cleaning copper pans using buttermilk and salt; how to treat your dog’s ear’s with garlic oil; how to make sourdough bread like the pioneers; and much more. Illus. 374 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

1885250 LIQUIDATING AN ESTATE: How to Sell a Lifetime of Stuff. Make Some Cash, and Live to Tell About It. By Martin Coast. Strategies for control of your life by selling off—of your stuff! An estate sales pro provides easy to follow how-to advice that guides you through the process of selling a lifetime of possessions, showing you how to maximize profits while gaining peace of mind. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Krause. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

6480772 THE EMERGENCY PANTRY HANDBOOK: How to Prepare Your Family for Just About Everything. By Kate Rowinski. Offers tips, techniques, and advice on how to keep your family safe, well fed, and fully supplied in the event of any crisis. Rowinski demonstrates how to create an emergency strategy; how to protect your house, documents, and keepsakes; and how to prepare for specific disasters. Illus. 168 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

5570921 THE PREPPER’S POCKET COMPANION: How to Prepare for the End of the World as We Know It. By Kate Rowinski. With this handy and informative guide, you will learn what to do before, during, and after any disaster, big or small. Using ten easy steps, you’ll learn the basics of creating a foolproof plan; storing water and food; cooking off the grid; short-term and long-term self-sufficiency, and more. Well illus. in color. 179 pages. Skyhorse. 4½x7½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

4608372 THE SCENTED HOME: Natural Recipes in the French Tradition. Text by Laura Froncy. Experiment with scents and create a relaxing, welcoming ambiance for every room in your house. Whether you prefer pomanders, potpourris, incense, scented drawer sachets, perfumed candles, or atomizers, this reference includes more than fifty recipes for different ways to perfume your surroundings. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Universe. 8½x11. Pub. at $35.00 $3.95

5817757 EASY FIXES FOR EVERYDAY THINGS. Offers over 1,000 simple repairs for household equipment including cell phones, tablets and media players; computers; pipes and plumbing; power and lighting; home security; vacuums and floor cleaners; ovens and stoves; garden tools; bikes; and more. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

3674078 UNCLUTTER YOUR HOME: 7 Simple Steps, 700 Tips & Ideas. By Donna Smalin. Learn to eliminate unnecessary belongings without guilt or regret, contain clutter with simple storage solutions, minimize paper pile-up, and regain your closets, cabinets, basements, and attics. 187 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

4590031 PRETTY & ORGANIZED. By Jane Hughes. Whether you live in a small apartment or a sprawling house, this is your ultimate guide to creating innovative storage solutions, all customized to your needs. Includes 144 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

4637382 THE ILLUSTRATED ENCyclopedia OF COUNTRY LIVING. By Abigail R. Gehring. From growing vegetables to crafting furniture to raising goats, all the information you need to live off the land is gathered here. Topics include creating your own energy, natural medicine, cheese making, farming mechanics, weaning, making furniture, knitting a hat, baking bread, and so much more. Color photos. 888 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

5821630 HOME HINTS and TIMELESS TIPS. Offers more than 3,000 tried and tested and often surprising techniques for smart housekeeping, home cooking, beauty and body care, natural remedies, home style and comfort, and easy gardening. From preventing hair loss with an onion to getting lipstick off dirty dishes with salt, you will turn to these tips time and time again. Well illus. in color. 352 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

5488540 MRS. MEYER’S CLEAN HOME: No-Nonsense Advice That Will Inspire You to Clean Like the Dickens. By Thelma A. Meyer. When Thelma Meyer tells it to you, she tells it straight! Now, for the first time, Thelma’s timeless advice is available in this guide. Chock-full of practical tips, she reminds us that since life is messy, keeping your home clean is the only sensible thing to do. Illus. 239 pages. Wellness Central. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 SOLD OUT

5770300 DECLUTTER ANYTHING. By Ed Morrow et al. Does your house bulge with clutter? Are your possessions weighing you down? This book shows you how to follow approach offered here. The emphasis is on uncomplicated, inexpensive solutions that are easy to implement and that produce life-changing results. Well illus. in color. 344 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

5897475 10,001 WAYS TO DECLUTTER YOUR HOME ON A SMALL BUDGET. By Ed Morrow et al. Using a step by step, easy to follow approach, this fun and effective guide suggests ways to change clutter–accumulating behavior, shows how to efficiently organize the possessions you need (with a strict definition of “need”), and examine dozens of ways to dispose of clutter. Illus. in color. 327 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.45

5897481 REAL SIMPLE 790 NEW USES. Find new uses for everything from antacid tablets (use to…” to stockpile soup, pipe frosting, organize pantry hose, etc.) to zipper plastic bag (use to hold cereal, rice, pasta, soil, pasta, etc.). Color photos. 160 pages. Tight.
5732675 MRS. HOWARD ROOM BY ROOM. By Phoebe Howard with M. Kristal. Interior designer Phoebe Howard celebrates the grace of Southern style with her welcoming and timeless creations, demystifying the design process and demonstrating the value of design in small, easy-to-manage parts. From furniture to rugs, curtains and accessories, she illustrates the detailed and layered process of getting a room just right. Fully illus. in color. 278 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. $19.95/$11.11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. SOLD OUT

5749204 EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE: Storage for Stylish Homes. By Rebecca Winward. Our experience of every room in the house can be improved through a canny choice of storage solutions that balance form and function. While storage is inherently practical, it also holds huge potential for decorative impact. Winward considers storage by room, purpose, and by style, from minimalist to vintage to rustic and beyond. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $29.95.$3.95

4594487 BLACK & DECKER THE COMPLETE PHOTO GUIDE TO HOME DECORATING PROJECTS: 130 Do-It-Yourself Decorating Solutions. Ed. by Jennifer Gehiar. Perfect for both new homeowners and seasoned home improvers, this hands-on, how-to manual will inspire your creativity and guide you step-by-step to help you add the perfect finishing touch to your home. Well illus. in color. 448 pages. Creative Publishing Int. $18.95/$11.11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

7573409 Room by Room HOME DETAILS: A Complete Book of Inspiring Ideas to Improve Home Decoration. Ed. by Francesca Zamora Mola. Featuring interiors by designers and decorators from all over the world, including the latest in furniture and object design suited to all tastes, this volume offers hundreds of useful ideas, tips, and solutions. 1,100 color photos. 3. $3.95

4580400 TRACYER: The Art of Southern Design. By Paige Sumbill Schnell with E.L. Nesmith. This lavishly illustrated volume featuring 19 houses across the country reveals Schnell’s two principles: all aspects of a home’s design should be interwoven and connected, and the visions and needs of the homeowners are paramount. From major overhauls to the subtlest of changes, this richly illustrated collection of both city and country residences, Jayne reveals the secrets that lie within. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Atlantic Monthly Publishing. $19.95/$11.11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $3.95

5683989 TERRY JOHN WOODS’ FARMHOUSE MODERN. With Dale West. In New Farmhouse Style, designer Terry John Woods introduced us to a beautiful world of rustic farmhouse style by displaying his own centuries-old farmhouse in Vermont. Now, Woods takes his further and provides one of the most complete rushed federal home as well as others in the northeast that are putting a new spin on farmhouse design. Over 200 color photos. 224 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. $19.95/$11.11. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $3.95

5683966 AN ISLAND SANCTUARY: A House in Greece. By John Stenfors. This illustrated tour of the Patmos home of John Stenfors offers you ideas for achieving a Mediterranean style. It begins by entering the house at ground level, then moves upstairs piwing it to create elegant, a beautiful parlor before continuing to the upper floors. Includes 200 photographs. 208 pages. Rizzoli. 9x10 1/2. Pub. at $50.00. $5.95

5683929 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CURTAINS, BLINDS AND DRAPES. By Wendy Baker. Written by an international expert on interior design, this one-stop reference is packed with all the information you need to create stunning window dressings. Provides an alphabet of window headings to fabric ideas, blinds, panels, and solutions for all kinds of windows. Fully illus. 288 pages. St. Martin’s. 8 1/8x10 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $3.95

3863958 TRANSFORMATION INTERIORS. By Ann Grafton. The Creative Director of the Colefax Group reveals the design skills needed to transform any interior to a personal statement. Includes expert guidance on vital decisions about space, light, color, fabrics and timeworn furniture partnered to create elegant, comfortable, personalized interiors. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 9 3/4x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00. $3.95

5849675 ROOMS TO REMEMBER: The Classic Interiors of Suzanne Tucker. This lavishly illustrated presentation showcases Tucker’s diverse and site-specific styles in 20 projects, ranging from formal Mediterranean-style villas to sophisticated city apartments. Her design philosophy is on display in this volume, proving that you can reinvent and respect the well-worn facets of your country home. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Stewart, Tabo and Chang. 10 by 7.5. Pub. at $45.00. $3.95

5761662 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS MAKEOVERS: Room-by-Room Solutions. Ed. by Paula Marshall. Freshen the look of any room in your home with the invaluable guidance packed into these pages. Featuring a variety of decorating styles, loads of real-life expert advice, and quick and easy “try this” tips, it’s an inspiring companion for any decorator who’s eager for a change. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. HMH. 8 1/2x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99. $3.95

5871751 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS NEW COTTAGE STYLE. Ed. by Paula Marshall. Hundreds of photos and thousands of stylish ideas provide the inspiration you need to create a home filled with rooms you love. In these pages, you’ll find helpful and colorful palettes for finding the perfect colors; makeovers that make any room into a decorating star; quick and easy “try this” tips; and more. 312 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99. $3.95

5871846 TERRY JOHN WOODS’ SUMMER HOUSE. Photos by Kindra Clineff. Designer Terry John Woods explores and celebrates the freedom and cozy spaces meant solely for relaxing and entertaining in the summertime. Loaded with luscious photographs of summer house and gardens, this volume is sure to delight and inspire in equal measure. 224 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00. $3.95

1887416 NICKY HASLAM’S FOLLY DE GRANDEUR: Romance and Revival in an English Country House. Photos by Simon Upton. In this lavishly illustrated volume, the celebrated interior designer reveals the fascinating history, decorating schemes, and personal touches that combine to create the magical ambiance of his unique English country home. Color photos. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 9 1/4x11. Pub. at $50.00. $15.95

5809042 AN AFFAIR WITH A HOUSE. By Bunny Williams. Bunny Williams invites you on a tour of her favorite gardens and gardens, and provides the inspiration you need to create a home filled with rooms you love. In these pages, you’ll find helpful and colorful palettes for finding the perfect colors; makeovers that make any room into a decorating star; quick and easy “try this” tips; and more. 312 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99. $3.95

5809295 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS NEW COTTAGE STYLE. Ed. by Paula Marshall. New Farmhouse Style, The Moment she laid eyes on the 18th-century portrait of a creative couple and their beautiful, utterly comfortable home. Fully illus. in color. 238 pages. Stewart, Tabo and Chang. 10 by 7.5. Pub. at $45.00. $3.95

1456075 A CHRISTMAS AMERICA’S LANDMARK HOUSES. By PH. McMillan & D. Strahan. Here is Christmas decorating, history, architecture, and interior design wrapped in one suitcase. McMillan and Strahan have created more than 300 gorgeous, inspiring full-color images provide leisurely looks at historic house interiors magically decorated for Christmas. 255 pages. Schiffer. 8 1/4x11. Pub. at $45.00. $29.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/972
**7625898** THE ALLURE OF FRENCH AND ITALIAN DECOR. By Betty Lou Phillips. Bringing a bit of French and Italian flavor to your living room will warm and inviting. Bring those authentic touches to your home with this inspiring volume, bringing together a gallery of welcoming abodes that embrace rustic country charm. Fully ill. in color. 170 pages. Hardcover. $25.95

**5774421** COUNTRY LIVING RUSTIC HOMES: Barns, Cabins, Cottages & Farmhouses. Beguiling touches found in classic farmhouses; country cabins; and unsung rustic rooms. Extensive and practical, this book shares the secrets that make for inviting homes and gracious living. 200+ color photos. 240 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10x13. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

**5747341** HANDMADE LAMPSHADES: Beautiful Designs to Illuminate Your Home. By Natalia Price-Cabrera. Shows you all you need to know to make a lampshade. Includes easy to follow tutorials and complete step-by-step instructions, plus inspiration from today's most stylish lampshade designer-makers. Fully ill. in color. 136 pages. Hardcover. $29.95

**5736552** LARS BOLANDER’S SCANDINAVIAN DESIGN. By Betty Smith MacIsaac. This volume presents the signature style of four of the most influential design makers in the world today. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 10x12. Pub. at $55.00 $19.95

**2671034** ROSE CUMMING: Design Inspiration. By Jeffrey S. Barlow. This volume tells the story of one of the most flamboyant and exciting of the so-called “Great Lady Decorators” who invented the field of professional decorating and interior design in the early 20th century. This luxurious monograph on her life and work reveals her influence is still felt today. Well illus. most color. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 10x12. Pub. at $65.00

**1887254** HOUSES WITH CHARM: Simple Southern Style. By Susan Sully. Celebrates the warmth and easy elegance of the traditional American home. The architecture and interior design. A selection of houses from Atlanta, Savannah, and New Orleans, as well as some cottages and mountain retreats, reveals the unpretentious beauty and old-fashioned grace of the South. Color photos. 208 pages. Rizzoli. 8x7/8. Pub. at $39.95 $16.95

**4616618** ECLECTIC COUNTRY: By Mary Emmerling. Along with sharing memories of her world travels, Emmerling shares her personal, fresh country decorating in her own home and those of a few close friends. In color. 192 pages. Gibbs Smith. 8x11/4. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

**1887378** MARIO BUATTA: Fifty Years of American Interior Decoration. By Emily Evans Eerdmans. This lavishly illustrated book is an overview of Buatta’s career, his thoughts on design, and his profound influence on the field as an interior designer. Five decades of style are brought to life in more than 250 sumptuous color photos. 256 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99 $16.95

**7637849** EARLY AMERICAN COUNTRY INTERIORS. By Tim Tanner. The desire to own and live in a house with a bit of history and DAMES HOUSES step-by-step HANDBOOK: A Practical Reference. By Alex Law. Offers the perfect introduction to traditional and modern upholstery methods, with techniques for every level of skill. Over 200 photographs, step-by-step illustrations and inspiring photography, this guide will enable you to confidently create a statement piece of furniture for your home. 256 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99 $16.95

**579322X** THE INN AT LITTLE WASHINGTON: A Magnificent Obsession. By Patrick O’Connell. Lavishly photographed and enhanced by British interior designer Joyce Denny Evans, this gorgeous volume features luxurious guest rooms, stunning bathrooms, exquisite tabletop vignettes, floral arrangements, and displays of art, which will inspire every home decorator. 272 pages. Rizzoli. 9x12. Pub. at $45.00 $17.95

**4593294** INSPIRED BY... By Kathry np M. Ireland. This beautifully photographed volume takes you on a personalized journey through an array of homes that reflect the diversity and ecclecticism which has inspired the author’s work as an interior designer. 240 pages. Gibbs Smith. 8x11/4. Fully illus. in color. $16.95

**5799163** CREATE THE STYLE YOU CRAVE ON A BUDGET YOU CAN AFFORD. By Desha Peacock. In this unique home decor style guide, you will find the inspiration to explore your own sense of style, discover the essence of what makes your home feel good to you, and learn how to develop a style that is unique to you, and flourish. illus. in color. 245 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95

**5722382** PRETTY PASTEL STYLE. By Sibyl Colefax. Shows you how to use this truly versatile color palette to create beautiful spaces that are feminine without being girly; color-rich without being garish. Covers Modern, Vintage, Hampton Style, and more. Colefax sees color as a way to create a cohesive look—all without breaking the bank. Illus. in color. 245 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95

**2671840** THE WRIGHT STYLE. By Carla Lind. Tours the interiors of dozens of Frank Lloyd Wright’s houses, capturing the inspiration and influence of Wright’s ideas in design of furniture, light fixtures and accessories. Presents interpretations of his principles by followers and apprentices, and catalogs nearly 100 marketed items in the Wright line. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. S&S. 9x11/4. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $19.95

**4577558** CHARLOTTE MOSS DECORATES: The Art of Creating Elegant and Inspired Rooms. By Carla Lind. Shows how the use of color, pattern, housewares and furniture evolved through the decade. Required reading for collectors and designers who seek inspiration from the most influential interior designers of the 20th century. Octopus. 9x11/4. Import. Pub. at $39.99 $16.95

**455017X** THE POETIC HOME: Designing the 19th-Century Domestic Interior. By Stefan Muthesius. Examines the Western domestic interior from around 1800 to the mid-1890s. Rather than concentrating on a traditionalization of original types of furnishings or on familiar historical styles, it considers the design of the interior as a whole, making use of original 19th-century images and tests and images to reveal how designers and clients created charming interiors. 396 illus. in color. 120 color pages. Thames & Hudson. 91x12/1. Pub. at $80.00 $14.95

**2668971** THE SOUL OF A HOUSE: Decorating with Warmth, Style, and Comfort. By Chris Casson Madden with M. Owens. The designer presents her own personal set of rules and recipes for adorning a house, demonstrated by her elegant 100 year old carriage house in upstate New York and mid-century modern family get-away in the mountains of Vermont. Filled with dozens of practical styling tips. Madden travels room by room through both houses. Color photos, 208 pages. Rizzoli. 10x12. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95

**5698278** HOUSE & GARDEN FIFTIES HOUSE. By Catriona Gray. Drawing on the pages of British House & Garden magazine, Gray gives us some of the best ideas ever from the homes and gardens of the 1950s, demonstrating how the use of color, pattern, housewares and furniture evolved through the decade. Required reading for collectors and designers who seek inspiration from the most influential and beautiful homes of the mid-century era. Conran Octopus. 9x11/4. Import. Pub. at $39.99 $16.95

**4609204** FARMHOUSE REVIVAL. By S. Gross & S. Daley. This fresh look at the American farmhouse documents revived farmhouses, with stunning photos illustrating many individual approaches to renovation, restoration, and interior design. The houses illustrated give a window into how it has been passed down from generation to generation, to how its current inhabitants live today. 192 pages. Abrams. 10x10. Pub. at $40.00 $16.95

**5671743** NEW COLOR SCHEMES MADE EASY: Better Homes and Gardens by Betty Lou Phillips. This book is the source for colorful rooms. With over 2500 colors, this book will inspire you with the promise of enveloping comfort. Fully illus. in color. 191 pages. Wiley. 8x10/3. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $9.95

**5868596** MODERN LIVING. By Barclay Butera. Dedicated himself to creating beautiful spaces for his discerning clientele, Butera showcases sixteenth exceptional homes that reflect Butera’s desire to radiate the lifestyle of their inhabitants. For him, it’s the definition of modern living. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Gibbs Smith. 8x11/4. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95
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**RESIDENTIAL ARCHITECTURE**

3625404 **AT HOME IN THE AMERICAN BARN.** Text by J.B. Garrison, photographer Karen B. Koenen. The homesteaders are turning to barns with a mind to renovating, turning them into residential spaces for the lifestyles of today. Each of the 21 structures featured has been built for the future and utilitarian purpose, and this volume emphasizes the rare beauty of elegant solutions for living in these structures. Full color. 224 pages. Rizzoli. Pub. at $69.95

4523601 **MAIL-ORDER HOMES: Sears Homes and Other Kit Houses.** By Rebecca L. Hunter. 64 pages. Shire, 5x8¼x¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $39.95 **SOLD OUT**

4595993 **THE ACCESSIBLE HOME: Designing for All Ages & Abilities.** By Deborah Pierce. Color. 234 pages. Taunton. 8¾x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

**2711986 THE ENGLISH HOUSE: 1000 Years of Domestic Architecture.** By J. Steel & M. Wright. 510 color photos. 400 pages. Antique Collectors' Club. Pub. at $55.00

3652217 **THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO MORTGAGES.** By Lisa Holton. Teaches you how lenders work, how different kinds of loans are structured, and what tools you have at your disposal. If you buy a home, you'll benefit. Full color. 224 pages. Trade. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

3646033 **BE A REAL ESTATE MILLIONAIRE: How to Build Wealth for a Lifetime in an Uncertain Economy.** By Dean Graziosi. Learn how to profit from disclosures now; discover the seven hidden signs of profitable deals; invest and win in any real estate market. Front cover color. 288 pages. Vanguard. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

3694868 **BARRON'S REAL ESTATE HANDBOOK, SEVENTH EDITION.** By Jack P. Friedman. Grants of More Power over 224 color photographs, this collection showcases pictures of seaside cottages, rustic cabins, fantastic lakeside houses, private island abodes, and unique urban homes. Books that comprise a definitive collection of the most popular forms and styles for architects, decorators, homeowners, and designers. 356 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11. Pub. at $11.95


10501055 **DOLL DE ROOS' REAL ESTATE TERMINOLOGY, THIRD EDITION.** Ed. by Zach Alchenies. Takes a real estate term, provides a few related words, and summarizes the term. Front cover color. 600 pages. Dolf de Roos Media Group. 8¾x10½. Import. Pub. at $60.00

5735311 **LEISURAMA NOW: The Beach House for Everyone 1964 - .** By Paul Sahre. Uncover the mystery of this legendary issue. A stunning book of images that fills the void in the world that will give you ideas for your own beachy house design. 236 pages. Little. Brown. 7x9. Pub. at $30.00

3664086 **THE SUMMER COTTAGE: Retreats of the 1000 Islands.** By Kathleen Quinlan. This volume is filled with inspiration for a lakeside retreat. Color photographs. 224 pages. Rizzoli. 9x9. Pub. at $19.98

TRUMP: Think Like a Billionaire. By Donald J. Trump with M. Michael Greenspan. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00

4576537 **TRUMP: Think Like a Billionaire.** By Donald J. Trump with M. Michael Greenspan. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00

5763641 **Atlantic City.** By Daniel Rose. This volume is filled with inspirational ideas on using an old stained glass window, mantel or door, and practical ideas for your home. Full color. 88 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $21.95

**5703433 STAIRCASES: The Architecture of Ascent.** By Oscar Tusquets Blanca et al. The staircase is a fabulous invention that has fascinated mankind. Full color. 263 pages. Princeton Architectural. 9¼x11¾. Import. Pub. at $41.95

**363377X DETAILS: How to Design with Architectural Salvage and Antiques.** By Brian D. Coleman. No matter the style or location of your home, architectural salvage can quickly add distinctive character to any room. This full-color volume is filled with inspirational ideas on using an old stained glass window, mantel or door, and practical ideas for your home. Full color. 88 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $21.95

**4573997 WHAT EVERY REAL ESTATE INVESTOR NEEDS TO KNOW ABOUT CASH FLOW... AND 36 OTHER KEY FINANCIAL MEASURES.** By Frank Gallinelli. Provides 37 basic formulas for calculating such critical aspects as determining a building’s value, total return, monthly cash flow, and capitalization rate. 336 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 **SOLD OUT**

7561205 **MANHATTAN CLASSIC: New York’s Finest Prewar Apartment Buildings.** By Sheri Koones. These houses have been transformed with small construction techniques to provide all the room a family might need. They show how building an energy-efficient, healthy environment beats living in a drafty house with uncomfortable and costly heating and cooling system. Also help preserve the environment. Full color. 224 pages. Taunton. 8¾x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95

**3569200 PREFABULOUS SMALL HOUSES.** By Shen Koon. These houses are a new and unique departure from the usual small house. It offers small houses with small construction techniques can provide all the room a family might need. They show how building an energy-efficient, healthy environment beats living in a drafty house with uncomfortable and costly heating and cooling system. Also help preserve the environment. Full color. 224 pages. Taunton. 8¾x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95

**3589205 HEART CASTLE: The Biography of a Country House.** By Victoria Kasparian. Includes education, title, search of the house, and prominent female architect in America, collaborated for 28 years on the creation of La Cuesta Encantada. Full color. 240 pages. Abrams. 9x12. Pub. at $55.00


**5806275 COTTAGE AND CABIN.** By Linda Leigh Paul. With more than 300 captivating photographs, this treasure trove showcases picturesque seaside cottages, rustic cabins, fantastic lakeside houses, private island abodes, and unique urban homes. Books that comprise a definitive collection of the most popular forms and styles for architects, decorators, homeowners, and designers. 356 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11. Pub. at $14.98

**5806276 COTTAGE AND CABIN.** By Linda Leigh Paul. With more than 300 captivating photographs, this treasure trove showcases picturesque seaside cottages, rustic cabins, fantastic lakeside houses, private island abodes, and unique urban homes. Books that comprise a definitive collection of the most popular forms and styles for architects, decorators, homeowners, and designers. 356 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11. Pub. at $14.98


7540361 **THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO MAKING MONEY WITH REAL ESTATE, SECOND EDITION.** By Brian F. Edwards et al. 362 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**547009X 150 BEST COTTAGE & CABIN IDEAS.** By Frances Zamora. Filled with stunning full-color photographs and detailed design plans, this volume highlights hidden sanctuaries that offer a peaceful, comfortable, and unique retreat. In addition to the most important, more natural lifestyle elements, explore the diversity and simplicity of the modern cottage and cabin. 479 pages. HarperDesign. 8x8. Pub. at $29.99

3644413 **CABIN PORN: Inspiration for Your Quiet Place Somewhere.** Ed. by Zach Alchenies. It takes a real estate term, provides a few related words, and summarizes the term. Front cover color. 600 pages. Dolf de Roos Media Group. 8¾x10½. Import. Pub. at $60.00

7508803 **BEACH HOUSE HAPPY: The Joy of Living by the Water.** By Antonia van der Meer. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Oxmoor. 10x12. Pub. at $40.00

**SOLD OUT**
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HOME BUILDING & REMODELING


5890153 WOOD HEAT: A Practical Guide to Heating Your Home with Wood. By Andrew Jones. A highly practical and comprehensive guide to wood heating, delineating the pros and cons of the four most practical wood types. Shows you how to build a home—woodstoves, fireplace inserts, pellet stoves and masonry heaters—and offering advice and instruction for utilizing each. 175 pages. Print. Pub. at $19.95.


5746856 STANLEY EASY HOME REPAIRS: A Homeowner’s Guide. By Mike Holmes. A concise and handy reference to the most common DIY repairs around the home. Projects include everything from freeing a stuck window to repairing a hole in the wall. Includes quick tips on tools and materials. Fully illus. in color. 33 pages. Taunton. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95.

4575914 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS BIG BOOK OF HOME-TO-HO. Packed with hundreds of ways to repair, maintain, and update virtually every room in your home—plumbing and wiring to building garden trellises and decks. Well illus. 592 pages. JG Press. 8¾x11½. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $4.95.


Help for the Handyman

7565988 BUILDING WITH SECONDHAND STUFF. By Chris Peterson. Shows you how to re-claim, re-vamp, re-purpose and re-use salvaged & leftover building materials. It covers wood, metal, windows, plumbing fixtures, hardware, and much more. Practical any material can be reclaimed using the tools and techniques described in this comprehensive guide. Fully illus. in color. 244 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

6411132 SELF-SUFFICIENCY: A Complete Guide to Baking, Carpentry, Crafts, Organic Gardening, Preserving Your Harvest, Raising Animals, and More! Ed. by Abigail A. Gehringer. Not only is this book packed with all the basic info you need, it’s a simpler, greener, and more sustainable way of living. This guide provides advice, tips, and step by step instructions for hundreds of projects, offering the entire family the tools they need to make the shift toward self-sufficient living. Illus. in color. 459 pages. Skyhorse. 10¼x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

441909X MODEL ENGINE-MAKING: In Theory and Practice. By J. Pookoff. Written at the end of the 19th century and geared toward beginners, this is a fascinating and comprehensive guide to model engine building. It is packed with inspiration, tips, and advice for the aficionado or love learning about the history of steam engines, this long-standing classic is a must for your library. Illus. 182 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

3679578 OUTDOOR CLEANING WITH PRESSURE WASHERS. By Steve Kobler & Joe Lemmer. Contains all the information you need to safely operate, maintain, and effectively use your pressure washer, from adjusting spray patterns to using cleaning detergents and soap to keep your car, boat, and more looking their best for years to come. Color photos. 112 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.
**Woodworking**

578344 MEASURE TWICE, CUT ONCE, 3RD EDITION. By Jim Tolpin. Offers instructions and examples of measurement and proportion, walking you through every step of the woodworking process. From design and layout to cutting to finishing. Tolpin introduces a variety of tools used to transfer measurements accurately to the wood. Book Club Edition. 127 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8 1/4x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

570894 SHELTER CLOSETS & CABINETRY AT A GLANCE. Every step of the facet of the fine and rough points of woodworking are covered in this easy to follow guide. Includes a wealth of design ideas, building techniques, project construction plans and tips and shortcuts from the experts. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. 304 pages. Sterling. 8 1/4x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

575169 WOODWORKING WISDOM & KNOW-HOW: Everything You Need to Know to Design, Build, and Create. Compiled by Josh Levinthal. This large and comprehensive volume includes illustrations of diagrams along with all the information you need to design and build with wood. SHOPWORN. 524 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 8 1/4x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

364257 COMPLETE BOOK OF WOOD: A Tree-by-Tree Guide. Ed. by Aidan Walker. An invaluable reference for woodworkers, crafters, furniture designers, and DIY enthusiasts, this is a guide to one of our most beautiful resources. Features 150 of the world’s most popular woods, with information on growth, distribution, key characteristics, woods and more. 150 color photos. 192 pages. Chartwell. 8 1/4x11. Paperback. $12.95

580670 WOODWORK PROJECTS FOR YOUR GARDEN AND PORCH. By Matthias Wandel. These easy, fun, and attractive wood creations are accomplished by step by step instructions and are divided into projects for planting and growing and for socializing and relaxing, as well as fun items for outdoor living. Full color. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

5776136 WOOD PELLET PROJECTS. By Chris Gleason. A maverick craftsman combines sound woodworking techniques with a hip designer’s sensibilities to unleash the limitless possibilities of the common wood. This guide is full of inspired projects for home and garden – from building a shed to creating a sculpture, including a mirror, a chair, a birdhouse, a coffee table, and more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


545087 ART OF MITRING/CARPENTRY AND JOINERY FOR AMATEURS. By O.B. Maginins & J. Lukin. 150 pages. Popular Woodworking. Pub. at $26.00 $16.95

**Do-It-Yourself Advice**

463013 TELEPHONE PROJECTS FOR THE EVIL GENIUS. By Tom Pettrozziello. From simple phone gadgets to sophisticated remote control devices, this volume provides you with all the schematics and tables you need to complete approximately forty projects for enhancing both wire connected phones and cell phones. Well illus., 370 pages. Publisher. Pub. at $25.00 $16.95

575911 THE BIG BOOK OF MAKER SKILLS: Tools & techniques for Building Great Tech Projects. By C. Hackett & the eds. of Popular Science. Join the start of Science Channel’s Stack with Hack for the ultimate, must-have, tip-packed guide for taking your DIY projects to the next level. Includes essential metal-working skills to plug-in fun with power tools, from cutting-edge electronics to 3D-printing wizardry. Well illus. in color. Woodten. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $19.95


441920 BUILD YOUR OWN FREE-RUNNING (RAID) SATELLITE TV SYSTEM. By Dennis C. Brewer. Replace or expand your pay TV services with Free-to-Air television programming with ease. Shows how to build your own subscription-free home entertainment center from start to finish. You’ll get full details on recording to the latest digital devices, installing a TV card in your PC, viewing TV on your computer, and building your own home theater system. Fully illus. 263 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

460728 SOAP MAKING WITH NATURAL INGREDIENTS: Self-Sufficiency. By Sarah Ade. Dozens of easy to follow recipes for making your own soaps at home, using only the best natural ingredients, introduces you to a kitchen equipment and simple techniques you’ll need to create an array of gorgeous soaps. Packed with ideas for alternative soapmaking and handmade skin care. Illus. in color. 128 pages. I.M.M. Lifestyle Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


5724120 POPULAR MECHANICS 101 THINGS THAT GO FAST: Planes, Trains and Automobiles You Can Make and Ride. Presents 101 timelessness activities, just as they were originally published in early issues of Popular Mechanics magazine, along with new projects to enhance your vehicle. Includes a large parts catalog, basic project instructions for building a simple project, and a free-Satellite TV. 135 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $8.95

2738821 ELECTRONICS WORKSHOP COMPANION FOR HOBBYISTS. By Stan Gibilisco. This practical guide shows you step-by-step how to set up a home workshop where you can invent, design, build, test, and repair electronic circuits and gadgets. Learn techniques, calculations, and formulas for working with: Resistors, Transformers, Transistors, Wire and Cable Splicing; and more. Well illus. 260 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $15.95

2694077 51 HIGH-TECH PRACTICAL JOKES FOR THE EVIL GENIUS. By B. Graham & K. McGowan. Using easy to find parts and tools that all Evil Geeks can find on their hands on, these well-played jokes can further confound your unsuspecting targets every time. Includes instructions and plans for 51 simple to advanced projects, each of which can be mixed-and-matched for hundreds more twisted gadgets. 200 photos & diagrams. 224 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8 1/4x11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95


1655014 YOU CAN FIND GOLD WITH A METAL DETECTOR. By C. Garrett & R. Lagal. Discover how to recover nuggets in stream beds, gold particles in gravel beds, and other unsuspecting targets every time. Includes instructions and plans for 51 simple to advanced projects, each of which can be mixed-and-matched for hundreds more twisted gadgets. 200 photos & diagrams. 224 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8 1/4x11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95

5729130 THE USEFUL BOOK: 201 Life Skills They Used to Teach in Home Ec and Shop. By Sharon & David Bowers. With illustrated step-by-step instructions and complete plans, this modern and energetically designed encyclopedia of DIY has everything you need to know to fix it, fix it, build it, clean it, and sew it yourself. Fully illus. 404 pages. Workman. 8x11x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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579448 SOLAR ROOFTOP DIY: The Homeowner’s Guide to Installing Your Own Photovoltaic Energy System, By Mike Sullivan. A comprehensive guide to researching, purchasing, and installing solar panels, plus the right for your home or business. Join the thousands of Americans harnessing the power of the sun for a cleaner, more efficient, and more sustainable lifestyle. Well illus. in color. 186 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

272266 DESIGNING AND BUILDING A MINIATURE AERO-ENGINE, By Chris Tumber. Whether a professional engineer or an amateur looking to build an engine to fly your model airplane, get started with the stages of designing and constructing an aero-engine in your workshop at home. Covers tools, materials and accessories; designing the engine; the manufacture of carburetors; and more. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Crowood. Import. US. 2016. $16.95

111482 TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIRING MAJOR APPLIANCES, THIRD EDITION, By Eric Kleinert. Fully updated for current technologies and packed with hundreds of photographs and diagrams, this comprehensive guide will help you maintain and repair safely, install, operate, maintain, and fix gas and electrical appliances of all types. It provides easy-to-follow procedures for using the wiring diagrams, diagnosing problems, and more. Well illus. 373 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00

599928 THE FIRE SMART HOME HANDBOOK, By Clyde Soles. This highly detailed, comprehensive guide shows how to safely install, operate, and maintain your home’s fire safety system. Covers smoke and carbon monoxide alarms, fire extinguishers, and more. Well illus. 214 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $65.00


189967 ANDROIDS: Build Your Own Lifelike Robots, By B. Berger & T.B. Talbot. Create the next generation of autonomous droids and teach them to maneuver with an arsenal of behaviors, respond to stimuli, talk, and listen. This practical, inventive guide even shows how to realistically simulate emotion and aging within your robots. Well illus. 315 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

576674 THE MILLING MACHINE FOR HOME MACHINISTS, By Harold Hall. Shows the tools and equipment you need to successfully choose, install, and operate a milling machine in your home workshop. It will help you understand which accessories are essential and the exact usage of each accessory in detail for the vast majority of applications in an active shop. Well illus. in color. 120 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

494447 PROGRAMMING ARDUINO, SECOND EDITION: A Hands-On Guide to High-Performance and Low-Powered Radio Circuits, By Ronald Quandt. With this DIY guide, you can create sophisticated transceiver radiators for the Internet. Clearly and efficiently! Offers complete projects with detailed schematics and insights on how the radios are designed. You’ll learn to choose components, programme your Arduino, and build different types of radio systems. 473 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

7675208 ELECTRONICS FROM THE GROUND UP: Learning by Hacking, Designing & Inventing, By Ronald Quandt. Guides you through hands-on experiments that reveal how electronic circuits function so you can advance your skills and design custom circuits. Don’t need an expensive guide. Discover DIY by batteries, lamps, and flashlights; amplifiers and feedback; video circuits and systems; AM and FM signals; and more. 526 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

3614743 LAWNMOWER MANUAL: A Practical Guide to Choosing, Using and Maintaining a Lawnmower, By Brian Radam. This manual provides advice on how to choose the best mower for your needs, and how to carry out DIY maintenance to keep it tip-top condition, saving on potentially expensive professional servicing and repair bills. 274 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $43.95

5843434 WELDING, SECOND EDITION, By D. Geary & R. Miller. Provides basic, easy-to-follow tutorials for oxyacetylene welding, with information on electric and gas/electric welding, and advice on the newest techniques, materials, equipment and fuels, and tips on soldering, brazing, and braze-welding, thick metals, and cutting metals. Well illus. 328 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.00

5834449 CNC MACHINING HANDBOOK: Building, Programming, and Implementation, By Alan Overby. Describes the steps involved in building a CNC machine to custom specifications and successfully implementing it in a real-world application. Whether you’re a student, hobbyist, or business owner looking to move from a manual manufacturing process to the accuracy of what CNC has to offer, this guide is for you. Illus. 260 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00

5504542 THE BEST HOMEWORKING HANDBOOK, By Abigail R. Gehring. Even those of you who are very much on the grid will learn to grow your own blueberries, jam, cheddar cheese and so much more. Fully illus. 268 pages. Skyhorse. Spiralbound.

5850398 THE BACK TO BASICS HANDBOOK: A Guide to Buying and Working Land, By Abigail R. Gehring. With clear, easy to follow instructions, you will learn to plant a vegetable garden, make blueberry jam, grow your own energy, herbal medicine, crafting and more. Fully illus. 268 pages. Skyhorse. Spiralbound.

581105 PROGRAMMING THE PHOTON: Getting Started with the Internet of Things, By Simon Monk. Step by step instructions on how to program all Arduino models, including the Arduino Uno R3. Features easy-to-follow examples, fun basic circuits, and downloadable sample programs. Discover how to connect to Wi-Fi, attach hardware to I/O ports, write custom programs, work with the cloud. And fully illus. 176 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

583106 PROGRAMMING ARDUINO, SECOND EDITION: Getting Started with Sketches, By Simon Monk. Step by step instruction on how to program all Arduino models, including the Arduino Uno R3. Features easy-to-follow examples, fun basic circuits, and downloadable sample programs. Discover how to connect to Wi-Fi, attach hardware to I/O ports, write custom programs, work with the cloud. And fully illus. 176 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00


5796681 AN INTRODUCTORY GUIDE TO REPAIRING MECHANICAL CLOCKS, By Scott Jeffery. Provides step by step illustrated instructions that simplify a large variety of tasks that are often regarded as being complicated, such as revving, jewelling and bushing. Includes an account of the tools needed; examines the clock mechanism; common repairs; covers oiling and clock reassembly, and much more. 224 pages. Crowood. Import. US. 2018. $49.95

5831024 BUILD YOUR OWN QUADCOPTER: Power Up Your Designs with the Parallax Elev-8, By Donald Norris. Features step by step assembly plans and instructions of simple experiments that will have you launching fully functional quadcopters in no time. Discover how to connect Elev-8 compatible components to the Parallax Elev-8. Learn to use GPS, and safely fly your quadcopter. Fuel your creativity with radical enhancements like return-to-home functionality, formation flying, and artificial intelligence. Well illus. 343 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00
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<table>
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<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101 SECRETS FOR A GREAT RETIREMENT</td>
<td>M. Helen &amp; S. Smith</td>
<td>Workman</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW TO FIX COPYRIGHT</td>
<td>A STREETWISE GUIDE TO LITIGATION.</td>
<td>Globe Pequot</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>$22.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW TO RETIRE WITH WHAT ENOUGH IS</td>
<td>John Howells</td>
<td>McGraw-Hill</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
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589917X  365 SURFBOARDS: The Coolest, Rarest, Most Innovative Boards from Around the World. By Ben Marcus. Board by board, era by era, Marcus profiles the most important, groundbreaking, and outlandish boards ever to hit the surf. Plank, longboard, shortboard, and fish-shaped boards, and skulls, Borers, Thrusters. Quads, sandwich construction, all the way up to modern takes on old and ala— it’s all here. Illus. in color. 304 pages. MVP Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $22.79

5589690 ANTIQUE POTTERY & PORCELAIN CERAMICS PRICE GUIDE, 7TH EDITION. Ed. by Paul Kennedy. Created specifically to serve the needs of a wide variety of collectors, dealers and those who simply enjoy ceramics, this guide features more than 1,500 color images, descriptions and prices, includes maker marks and vital historical information. 592 pages. Krause. Pub. at $27.99 $16.95

277388 THE WATCH & CLOCK MAKERS’ HANDBOOK, DICTIONARY, AND GUIDE. By F. Britton. Widely regarded as one of the most famous and useful bibliographies on watch and clock making, this 1st edition was originally published in 1907. This is the final edition of the book, featuring new information on tools, repair, and technical, and descriptions. Illus. 500 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

5750001 ANTIQUE TRADER BOOK COLLECTOR’S PRICE GUIDE. By Richard Russell. Features current values for over 5,000,000 items, as well as charts showing how to identify first editions, a chapter covering current popularly available conditions; and country signature charts for specific and accurate price identification. Fully illus. in color. 1167 pages. Krause. 8¼ x10¼/. Pub. at $75.00 $16.95

5753952 MILLER’S COLLECTIBLES HANDBOOK & PRICE GUIDE 2014-2015. By J. Miller & M. Hill. This is the most in-depth and up to date guide out there, with over 4,000 collectible objects in full color, each with a detailed description and current price range, and also offers what those in the know look for—how to spot that rare piece worth ten times more than another piece. Fully illus. in color. 432 pages. Miller’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

2734095 MILLER’S COLLECTIBLES HANDBOOK & PRICE GUIDE, 2014-2015. By J. Miller & M. Hill. This is the most in-depth and up to date guide out there, with over 4,000 collectible objects in full color, each with a detailed description and current price range. 432 pages. Miller’s. 7¼ x9¼/. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

4614807 ANTIQUE MINING CATALOG: ANTIQUE TOYS, 2ND EDITION. Ed. by D.W. Pearson & O. Bonmarro. Provides the public, collectors and dealers with a readily available source on mining collectibles. Its pages display a vast and wide ranging array of tools, gear, and paraphernalia, accompanied by authoritative text detailing history, plus up to date pricing information and color photos. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9 x11/. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

5771013 CATHOLIC COLLECTIBLES: A Guide to Devotional Memorabilia. By June K. Laval. From Make the Best Flea, Antique, Vintage, and Novelty Stores in America, by Pamela Keech. Among the countless flea markets in America, there are thousands of dealers, and vintage items, a treasure house of antiques, and hundreds of dealers, subtle fleas, and unique shops, all working to sell mementos of the world’s great watchmakers. It covers the three major eras of the company’s history, from its founding during the Age of Enlightenment to the company’s subsequent international recognition. Fully illus. in color. 212 pages. Yale. 9 x11¼/. Pub. at $60.00 $19.95
BOOKS & PAPER EPHEMERA

1834878 POSTCARD COLLECTOR: Greetings from the Way We Were. By Barbara Andrews. Take a nostalgic stroll down memory lane with an avid collector and well-known columnist. Brimming with postcard tales and history, collecting anecdotes and more, Andrews illuminates postcards in a light as intimate and insightful as the old notes scrawled on their backs. Illus. 175 pages. Krause. 9½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00. **$7.95**

5827051 RARE POSTERS PAI-LXVII: October 11, 2015. By Jack Renner. Catalog of the Rare Posters LXVII auction held on October 11, 2015. Over 500 posters are shown in full color, along with details and estimated value. Features pieces on such topics as Bicycles, Aviation, Automobiles, Buffalo Bill and Travel. 573 pages. Poster Auctions Int’l. 9½x12. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00. **$7.95**


5772974 VINTAGE EPHEMERA. By Brian D. Coleman. Immerse yourself in a collection of charming and nostalgic pieces from a bygone world; well-worn travel guides, ornithological artwork, elegantly illustrated postcards, holiday details and estimated value. Features pieces on such topics as Bicycles, Automobiles, Magic, Wild West & Circus, and Film. Poster Auctions Int’l. 9½x12. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00. **$7.95**

5826462 THE BOOK OF OLD SILVER: English, American, Foreign. By Seymour B. Wyler. Includes a comprehensive table of hallmarks for English, Dutch, French, and German silver. Describes the development of designs, indicates quantity, and provides an extraordinary range of color, texture and form of objects both new and old. Illus. 398 illus., many color. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95. **$9.95**

5839491 ROMAN GLASS IN THE CORNING MUSEUM OF GLASS, VOLUME THREE. By David Whitehouse. This volume completes the survey of the world’s most extensive collections of Roman glass. It contains 333 objects, most of which were made between the first and sixth centuries. The catalog entries are divided into four sections: 90 pendants and disks with stamped ornament; 63 miscellaneous small objects; 75 imitations and forgeries; and 105 objects not found in volumes one and two, either because they had not been cataloged or because they were recently acquired. Fully illus. in color. 236 pages. Coronet. 9¼x12. Import. Pub. at $95.00. **$19.95**

27065X ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY: World’s Columbian Exhibition, Chicago 1893. By G.L. Dywyrd & J.V. Bliss. Provides a brief history of the 1893 Columbian Exhibition in Chicago, Illinois, along with an exhaustive catalog of objects shown and described, along with 250 photos of selected items plus a detailed map of the grounds and extensive state and legislative information. Illus. 244 pages. The Book Stops Here. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95. **$9.95**

2706709 CHICAGO DAY AT THE WORLD’S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION: Candid Photographs. By G.L. Dywyrd & J.V. Bliss. The Columbian Exposition, which celebrated the 400th anniversary of Christopher Columbus’s landing on the Americas generated an enormous amount of written and visual material and many, many first picture postcards; the largest building in the world, and a grand opportunity for amateur photographers, as depicted here. Well illus. in color. 140 pages. The Book Stops Here. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95. **$9.95**


5676575 MISSOURI’S SILVER AGE: Silversmiths of the 1800s. By Norman Mack. 100+ photos. 169 pages. SIUPP 6x9¼. Pub. at $55.00. **$3.95**

5814480 MINNESOTA ON PAPER. By Moira F. & Leo J. Harris. By examining the creation and design of paper ephemera, this volume reveals a great deal about the development of Minnesota business, the evolution of printing technology and graphic design, and the history of advertising. Fully illus. in color. 221 pages. UMPF. 10x8. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **$5.95**


4521978 COLLECTING CHILDREN’S BOOKS: Art, Memories, Values. By N. Flashe & D. Poppin. This book contains a list of books and accompanying artwork from 1900 to the present in a warm, informative and exquisite fashion. From the Moomins to the Narnian Chronicles George, Alice in Wonderland to Mary Poppins, you will love this collection of children’s books—complete with dates and prices. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Krause. 8½x. Pub. at $26.99. **$16.95**

5772910 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SEA GLASS: Finding, Collecting, Identifying, and Using the Colorful and Prized Pieces. By Mary Beth Beuke. A lifetime collector offers a complete look at the world of sea glass. Learn how to spot the difference between genuine and imitation sea glass, and describes how to identify pieces in your collection; explore the history of many pieces from historical and modern-day collections; and more. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

27065X ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY: World’s Columbian Exhibition, Chicago 1893. By G.L. Dywyrd & J.V. Bliss. Provides a brief history of the 1893 Columbian Exhibition in Chicago, Illinois, along with an exhaustive catalog of objects shown and described, along with 250 photos of selected items plus a detailed map of the grounds and extensive state and legislative information. Illus. 244 pages. The Book Stops Here. 8½x11. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95. **$9.95**


5676575 MISSOURI’S SILVER AGE: Silversmiths of the 1800s. By Norman Mack. 100+ photos. 169 pages. SIUPP 6x9¼. Pub. at $55.00. **$3.95**

5814480 MINNESOTA ON PAPER. By Moira F. & Leo J. Harris. By examining the creation and design of paper ephemera, this volume reveals a great deal about the development of Minnesota business, the evolution of printing technology and graphic design, and the history of advertising. Fully illus. in color. 221 pages. UMPF. 10x8. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **$5.95**


4521978 COLLECTING CHILDREN’S BOOKS: Art, Memories, Values. By N. Flashe & D. Poppin. This book contains a list of books and accompanying artwork from 1900 to the present in a warm, informative and exquisite fashion. From the Moomins to the Narnian Chronicles George, Alice in Wonderland to Mary Poppins, you will love this collection of children’s books—complete with dates and prices. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Krause. 8½x. Pub. at $26.99. **$16.95**

5772910 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SEA GLASS: Finding, Collecting, Identifying, and Using the Colorful and Prized Pieces. By Mary Beth Beuke. A lifetime collector offers a complete look at the world of sea glass. Learn how to spot the difference between genuine and imitation sea glass, and describes how to identify pieces in your collection; explore the history of many pieces from historical and modern-day collections; and more. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Porcelain & Ceramic Collectibles

**584259** PILLIN POTTERY. By J. Kliiffe & M. Nickel. Described by many as Picasso-esque, Folila Pillin’s works in art have gained tremendous attention in the art pottery market in recent years. This complete history of Pillin’s career looks at the techniques she used and offers a comprehensive catalog of her art pottery, from the late 1940s until the late 1980s. Fully illus. in color, 256 pages. Schiffer. 8½ x 11½. *Price Cut to $19.95*

**NEW!** **5864305** SANTA BARBARA CERAMIC DESIGN. Art Pottery from America’s Golden Age. The history of a homegrown studio producing unique decorative and functional ceramic art, revealing how it became a fully grown pottery with distinct colorways, shapes, and designs. Featuring primary sources and company ephemera, this profile captures the voices of the creative forces behind SBCD, its company culture, and works that in many ways invoke the Arts and Crafts movement and earlier American potteries like Weller and Roseville. Fully illus. in color, 256 pages. Schiffer. 8½ x 11½. *Price Cut to $19.95*

**579238** THE ART OF WORCESTER PORCELAIN 1751-1788. By Alleen Dawson. This beautifully illustrated volume features more than 185 items created from Action Figures to Western Toys, it details the assortment of post-World War II toys. Well described and prices for these toys were included. The toys were color, well designed, interesting, and popular during the period they were produced. Fully illus. in color, 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½ x 11½. *Price Cut to $19.95*

**5792457** ENGLISH & IRISH DELFTWARE 1570-1840. By Alleen Dawson. This beautifully illustrated volume details the assortment of post-World War II toys. Well described and prices for these toys were included. The toys were color, well designed, interesting, and popular during the period they were produced. Fully illus. in color, 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½ x 11½. *Price Cut to $19.95*

**364608** SANTA CLAUS. By Mark Bellomo. Features 35,000 listings and 100,000 values of some of the most popular and famous items available from Action Figures to Western Toys, it details the assortment of post-World War II toys. Well described and prices for these toys were included. The toys were color, well designed, interesting, and popular during the period they were produced. Fully illus. in color, 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½ x 11½. *Price Cut to $19.95*

**5838444** THE COLLECTIBLE LEGO MINIFIGURE. By Ed & Jeff Maciorowski. In recent years, LEGO minifigures have earned their place on collectors’ shelves everywhere. From the rare Mr. Gold (once sold for $1,500) to themed characters like Batman and Harry Potter, this colorful guide highlights and prices hundreds of minifigures, offering tips on collecting tricks along the way. Fully illus. in color, 176 pages. Krause. 8½ x 11½. *Price Cut to $9.95*

**5825653** DC COMICS COVER GIRLS KATANA STATUE. Sharp as the sword from which she takes her name, Katana is poised to strike in this sleek and stylish cold-cast porcelain statue. Designed by acclaimed artist Stanley “Artgerm” Lau and sculpted by Jack Mathews, this numbered limited edition cold-cast porcelain collectible is based on her appearances in the New 52 & DC Comics. 9½x12. *Price Cut to $99.95*

**582611** DC COMICS COVER GIRLS MERA STATUE. The beautiful Queen of Atlantis rides upon a wave in this stunning statue from the Cover Girls line. Designed by acclaimed artist Stanley “Artgerm” Lau and sculpted by Jack Mathews, this unique cold-cast porcelain piece is based on Mera’s appearances in DC Comics’ The New 52 & DC Comics. 9½x12. *Price Cut to $99.95*

**4553276** BARCLAY MINIATURE TOY VEHICLES, TRANSFORMERS, PLANES, CARS, TRUCKS, AND TRAINS 1932-1971. By Howard W. Melton. For anyone interested in collectible toys, this comprehensive catalog includes a price guide covering a range of miniature toy vehicles produced by Barclay Manufacturing Company, from 1932 to 1971, and an appendix which includes pictures of related toys. The toys were color, well designed, interesting, and popular during the period they were produced. Fully illus. in color, 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½ x 11½. *Price Cut to $9.95*

**3652685** 75 YEARS OF BATMAN ACTION FIGURE COLLECTOR SET. Celebrate 75 years of the Dark Knight with four special edition action figures based on designs by Bob Kane (classic Batman), Darwyn Cooke (DC: The New Frontier), Jim Lee (Batman: Hush), and WBIE (the Batman: Arkham Origins videogame). Featuring a unique paint deco and ranging from 6.5 to 7 inches in height, these unique collectibles each come in their own sleek tin case. DC Comics. *Sold Out*

**3656867** GREAT LEGO SETS: A Visual History of the Brick. By Jon Pardue. This lavishly illustrated tour of more than 1,900 LEGO sets highlights the what, why, who, and where behind the creation of these wondrous miniatures. While the primary focus is on the United States, Germany and Great Britain, Hickling takes us through the full industry’s rise and demise, taking stops in Denmark, Belgium, and France as well. Fully illus. in color, 344 pages. Schiffer. 11½x9. *Sold Out*

**4551261** BARCLAY MINIATURE TOY VEHICLES, TRANSFORMERS, PLANES, CARS, TRUCKS, AND TRAINS 1932-1971. By Howard W. Melton. For anyone interested in collectible toys, this comprehensive catalog includes a price guide covering a range of miniature toy vehicles produced by Barclay Manufacturing Company, from 1932 to 1971, and an appendix which includes pictures of related toys. The toys were color, well designed, interesting, and popular during the period they were produced. Fully illus. in color, 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½ x 11½. *Price Cut to $9.95*

**5851389** DEATHSTROKE: DC Comics Super-Villains. One of Batman’s most dangerous enemies brings his merciless brand of retribution to your collection with this eye-catching action figure. Sculpted by Jean S. Jean with remarkable precision, every feature of this cult favorite character is captured in the detail it deserves. Accessories include a sword, knife, and gun. Ages 14 & up. DC Comics. 7½”. *Price Cut to $29.95*

**5851753** SUPERMAN: The Man of Steel Statue. The Man of Steel flies out of his first action-packed series with a dynamic cold-cast porcelain statue, based on the art of comics superstar Shane Davis and sculpted by John Neill. A glossy, exhaustively detailed, and powerful piece for any fan’s collection. DC Comics. 8½”. *Price Cut to $79.95*

**4551605** ARROW—OLIVER QUEEN & TOTEM. Inspired by his design on the popular and action-packed series series ‘Arrow’, Oliver Queen gets a stunningly detailed and poseable action figure, complete with bow, arrows, and totem displaying the head of an enemy. Sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios. Ages 14 & up. DC Comics. 7½”. *Sold Out*

**5851168** INJUSTICE—GODS AMONG US: Aquaman Versus Black Adam Action Figure 2-Pack. Featuring designs inspired by the Injustice: Gods Among Us videogame, this two-pack of articulated action figures pits the heroic Aquaman against Black Adam, locked in epic battle. Ages 14 & up. DC Comics. 3¾”. *Price Cut to $19.95*

**4551249** BATMAN BLACK & WHITE BATMAN STATUE. By Dick Sprang, Legendary DC Artist. Jim ‘King of Comics’ Sprang etches the world of Batman Black & White with this charming cold-cast porcelain statue of the Dark Knight, based on the designs of Batman’s creator and sculpted by Tony Cipriano and Josh Sutton. DC Comics. 7½”. *Price Cut to $79.95*

**4551761** SUPERMAN—THE MAN OF STEEL. The Animated Series. Inspired by his distinctive design in the popular Superman Animated Series and sculpted by James Shoo, this charming cold-cast porcelain statue has an iconic look to The Man of Steel—one that deserves a place on your shelf. DC Comics. 7½”. *Price Cut to $79.95*

**5575397** HELLO KITTY SWEET, HAPPY, FUN BOOK! A Sneak Peek into Her Supercute World. By Marie moss. Fully illus. in color, 128 pages. Running Press. 10¾x9½. *Price Cut to $9.95*

**3856413** PLAYING CARDS OF THE WORLD: A Visual History. By Jim Lynders. Ages 14 & up. DC Comics. 7”. *Price Cut to $12.95*

**4551338** CONSTANTINE: The New 52 Justice League Dark. Based on his appearances in DC Comics’ The New 52: Justice League Dark, this collectible John Constantine gets a detailed and poseable action figure, sculpted by Robert Lynders. Ages 14 & up. DC Comics. 7¼”. *Sold Out*

**455115X** AQUAMAN STATUE. The King of Atlantis and Ruler of the Seven Seas rises from the depths of this imposing cold-cast porcelain statue of DC Comics’ Aquaman. Sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios, this numbered and intricately detailed piece also features Aquaman’s iconic weapon, the fierce trident. DC Comics. 7½”. *Price Cut to $29.95*

**5851273** ARROW—CANARY. Inspired by her design on the popular CW television series Arrow, the strong and stuming Canary gets a realistically detailed and multi-jointed action figure, sculpted with precision by Gentle Giant Studios and featuring her trusted weapon. Ages 14 & up. DC Comics. 7¼”. *Sold Out*

**4551399** SANTA BARBARA. By Mark Bellomo. Features 35,000 listings and 100,000 values of some of the most popular and famous items available from Action Figures to Western Toys, it details the assortment of post-World War II toys. Well described and prices for these toys were included. The toys were color, well designed, interesting, and popular during the period they were produced. Fully illus. in color, 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½ x 11½. *Price Cut to $19.95*

**4551606** ARROW—OLIVER QUEEN & TOTEM. Inspired by his design on the popular and action-packed series series ‘Arrow’, Oliver Queen gets a stunningly detailed and poseable action figure, complete with bow, arrows, and totem displaying the head of an enemy. Sculpted by Gentle Giant Studios. Ages 14 & up. DC Comics. 7½”. *Price Cut to $29.95*

See more titles at erhbc.com/972
**Firearms & Knives**


**5696127 STANDARD CATALOG OF MILITARY FIREARMS, 7TH EDITION.** By Philip Peterson. Covering more than 2,000 models of military firearms manufactured between 1870 and today—not to mention bayonets, machetes, clips, and holsters—this comprehensive reference lists a long-standing gap in military firearm price guides. It also differentiates between import-marked and non-import-marked models: a distinction that most guides don’t even recognize. More than 1,500 photos, some in color. 544 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99. $24.95

**2982478 STANDARD CATALOG OF MILITARY FIREARMS, 6TH EDITION: The Collector’s Price and Reference Guide.** By Philip Peterson. From handguns to rifles to shotguns and fully automatic firearms of all varieties, this reference provides a completely guide to the world’s military firearms and their accessories. Includes 2,000 listings, from Argentina to Yugoslavia. 1,500 photos, 526 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99. $25.95

**2834373 MODERN CUSTOM GUNS, 2ND EDITION: Walnut, Steel, and Uncommon Artistry.** By Tom Turpin. In this second edition, the noted author and firearms expert celebrates today’s most talented gunsmiths and their customs. This comprehensive reference provides a completely guide to the world’s military firearms and their accessories. Includes 2,000 listings, from Argentina to Yugoslavia. 1,500 photos, 526 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99. $25.95

**5852870 SPORTING FIREARMS OF TODAY IN USE.** By Paul A. Curtis Jr. First published in 1922, this classic book brings to life the history of guns in America. It remains a valuable and authentic source for historians and firearms enthusiasts alike. In this second edition, the noted author and firearms expert celebrates today’s most talented gunsmiths and their customs. This comprehensive reference provides a completely guide to the world’s military firearms and their accessories. Includes 2,000 listings, from Argentina to Yugoslavia. 1,500 photos, 526 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99. $25.95

**5842292 FINE SHOTGUNS: The History, Science, and Art of the Finest Shotguns from Around the World.** By John Taylor. Offers a global view of the best examples of the gun maker’s craft, using descriptions of guns from the United States, Britain, Germany, Austria, France, Spain, Russia, China, Italy, and Japan. 1,500 photos, 496 pages. Gun Digest Books. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99. $25.95
**All About Dogs**


2763397 BRAIN GAMES FOR DOGS. By Claire Arrowsmith. 100 firesly. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95


**KIT 4543920 FAMILY FUN DOG ACTIVITY KIT. By Kyra Sundance. Crestline. SOLD OUT

2663120 GERMAN SHEPHERDS FOR DUMMIES. By D. Caroline Cole. 263 pages. Wiley. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $2.95

5793599 DOG TRICKS: Idiot's Guides as Easy as It Gets! By Deb M. & Kate Eldredge. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95


7536860 97 WAYS TO MAKE A DOG SMILE. By Jenny Langbehn. 109 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $2.95


**More About Pets**

187408X THE EVERYTHING AQUARIUM BOOK. By Frank Indiviglio. This volume is your key to attaining and maintaining the perfect fish tank for your pet fish. Highlights include: proper fish collection; marine plants; finding fish best suited for different types of water and the fish that can live in them; and more. 8 pages of color photos. 287 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $2.95

5842475 THE ULTIMATE PET FOOD GUIDE. By Liz Palika. Tells you everything you need to know about feeding your dog or cat. Covering everything from feeding to the “human foods” your pets shouldn’t eat. Includes every major aspect of good pet care, including proper nutrition and providing a rich, supportive environment for your bird. Well illus. in color. 134 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

5848091 DINNER PAWISEL. By C. Alinovi & S. Thionon. A collection of more than sixty cat and dog food recipes that will teach you how to whip up a fresh, balanced meal to keep your cats and dogs healthy and happy. Know what your pets are eating and be a responsible pet parent by serving them a variety of real food and balanced meals they desire. Color photos. 224 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

5819199 CORN SNAKES, SECOND EDITION. By R.D. & Patricia P. Bartlett. Provides basic information on the species and specific instructions on its care. Learn how to select good specimens, determine sex, provide proper caging and nutritious feeding, and care for and protect against diseases and parasites. Well illus. in color. 46 pages. Barron's. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


**#5849004 AMICIA’S WORLD: How a Giant Bird came Into Our Heart and Home. By Washo & Meadow Shadowhawk. This amazing photo collection documents the development of Amica, a large flightless bird from hatchling through young adult. But just days after Christmas, a call from mom rekindles an interest in the true wonders of nature, and strengthens the special bond you share with your pet. 216 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95


5714826 THE GRUMPY GUIDE TO LIFE. In a world filled with inspirational know-it-alls, only one figure is indelible enough to tell the cranky side of the story—Grumpy Cat. Packed with more photos and emotional testimonials than you can roll your eyes at, it will help you get through the days ahead. This cool, funny, and moving memoir, Steel tells the story of how this great big Great Dane proposal that was reduced to a mere pup after his “baby” ended up being almost five feet tall, seduced to giving each dog a shot at a happier, healthier life. Photos. 294 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

575729X TRAVELS WITH CASEY. By Benoit Denizet-Lewis. A cross-country journey in a rented RV with a nine-year-old Labrador mix named Casey, over four months, 32 states, 13,000 miles and countless backroads, the author and dog-obsessed humans gives the reader a humorous and sometimes heartbreaking look at the ways that dogs and humans rely on each other. Color photos. 341 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95


5774284 MR. WILSON MAKES IT HOME: How One Little Dog Brought Us Hope, Happiness, and Closure. By Michael Morse. Retells the story of how this “baby” was so badly needed, and it comes in the form of an adorable schnoodle named Mr. Wilson. This animal rescue story tells of the love, recovery, and joy that can bring a brokenhearted family, 222 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

2753952 PURE JOY: The Dogs We Love. By Danielle Steel. In this funny, lovely, and moving memoir, Steel tells the story of how a cat the size of a mouse with a persona that could light up an entire room. What results is a heartfelt look at the magic that dogs bring into our lives, our families, and our memories. Photos. 154 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

5716895 THE BAD KITTY’S GUIDE TO LIFE. By Katherine Blach. These hilarious and heartwarming stories will help any pet to the Jack Russell pups who gave an abandoned monkey some much-loved TLC, to the warm-hearted that the magic of dogs bring into our lives, our families, and our memories. Photos. 154 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

5852560 PRIDE AND PREJUDICE AND KITTIES. By Jane Austen et al. Imagine Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice told from a cat’s point of view—this is a world so badly needed, and it comes in the form of an adorable schnoodle named Mr. Wilson. This animal rescue story tells of the love, recovery, and joy that can bring a brokenhearted family, 222 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

5942159 THE BAD KITTY’S GUIDE TO LIFE. By Katherine Blach. These hilarious and heartwarming stories will help any pet to the Jack Russell pups who gave an abandoned monkey some much-loved TLC, to the warm-hearted that the magic of dogs bring into our lives, our families, and our memories. Photos. 154 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

3612708 GIANT GEORGE: Life with the World's Biggest Dog. By Dave Nasser with L. Barrett-Lee. With his big blue eyes and soulful expression, George was the smallest and most irresistible pup of the litter. But Dave and Christie Nasser’s “baby” ended up being almost five feet tall, seduced to giving each dog a shot at a happier, healthier life. Photos. 294 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

4622324 DOGTOUGHS: Tales of Rescue, Rehabilitation, and Redemption. By Debbyイメージを生成するための入力に指定された文章が適切であるかどうかを確認してください。
**570673** 2017 SCENIC LAYOUTS CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2017 with this photo collection of model railroad staging. This 12-month calendar also includes a how-to feature on constructing Model Railroad's Red Oak layout. Kalmbach, 13x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**5829372** 2017 LANDSCAPES OF IRELAND CALENDAR. Each month of this 2017 calendar features beautifully photographed landscapes of Ireland. Peony. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $10.99 $8.95

**5797055** 2017 IMPRESSIONISM: Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. This 16-month engagement calendar offer a diverse collection of the mastery, color and light from one of the world's premier Impressionist collections. Includes history and specs on each model shown. Calendar runs Sept. 2016 to Dec. 2017. Rock Point. 16x12x½. Paperbound. $15.00

**575304X** 2017 CIRCUS SIDESHOWS CALENDAR. This calendar explores the strange world of circus sideshows. These illustrate include the human cannonball, the bearded lady, and bright and bold posters advertising the circus. Colors. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. $6.95

**5746563** 2017 STAR TREK 16-MONTH WEEKLY CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2017 with this with the cosmic calendar. Featuring color photos from the original Star Trek series, this spiralbound desk-style calendar will help you organize the coming year! Universe. 6½x9¾. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**5753112** 2017 SUGAR SKULLS CALENDAR. This colorful collection of twelve illustrations showcases a stunning array of sugar skulls, a traditional part of the Mexican celebration Day of the Dead. Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. $6.95

**5880580** POCKET GUIDE TO KNOTS. By Lindsey Philpott. A handy reference for outdoor enthusiasts, and for anyone with an interest in knots and ropework. Includes an introductory section that outlines the basics of knots and step-by-step instructions for more than 100 knots. Full color. 184 pages, New Holland. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**5878446** 2017 FORD MUSTANG 16-MONTH CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2017 with this outsize wall calendar that pays tribute to the pony car with a collection of beautiful photographs of each model. Showcases 12 favorite pieces of the finest Ford models, from the vintage classics to today's all-new models. Calendar runs September 2016 to December 2017. Rock Point. 16x12x1¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**5749489** 2017 HAMMERHEAD'S NATURAL ZOO CALENDAR. Provides an incredible yearlong, up-close experience with your favorite animals in their habitats, including giant pandas, koalas, Asian elephants, and western lowland gorillas. Also included are interesting facts about the animals. Black Dog & Leventhal. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**5547710** COWBOY SKILLS: Roping, Riding, Hunting, and More. Ed. by Stephen Brennan. Replica outdoor living by trying a hand at rounding up cattle, breaking horses to saddle, and living off the land. Learn key skills like handling a stamperade, using the proper caliber for your gun, and proper ways to use a lasso and lariat; classic songs and lingo, too. Well illus. in color. 221 pages. Skyhorse Pub. $17.95 $12.95

**5851121** THE LITTLE BOOK OF INCREDIBLY USEFUL KNOTS: 100 Practical Knots for Sailors, Climbers, Campers & Other Adventurers. By G. Bodworth & J. Dalton. This invaluable manual explains through clear diagrams and step by step descriptions how to tie more than two hundred practical knots, grouped by construction and tying method. Types of knots detailed include: Wagoner's Hitch, Englishman's Loop, Scaffold Knot and many more. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Skyhorse Pub. $14.99 $9.95

**5817056** 1977 ALCHEMY: THE MIDNIGHT ROSE CALENDAR. A sixteen month calendar of Alchemy's distinct brand of Gothic artwork that will draw you into the shadowy twilight realms of The Midnight Rose. Fully illus. in color. 11¾x11¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**5753082** 2017 MINDFULNESS & CALM CALENDAR. These twelve beautiful and intricate line drawings will give you hours of coloring relaxation and calm along with your twelve month calendar for 2017. Flame Tree. 11¾x11¾. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $15.00 $10.95

**5760148** 2017 NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2017 in this beautifully illustrated spiral desk calendar featuring images selected from the art collection of the National Gallery of Art in Washington, DC. Includes paintings, sculptures, and more. Universe. 6½x9¾. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**5854490** DO YOU TALK FUNKY? 7 Crass Habits to Become a Better (and funkier) Public Speaker. By David Nihill. Learn how the key principles of stand-up comedy can be applied to your speaking engagements to make your message sound more interesting. Whether preparing for a business presentation, giving a wedding toast, defending your thesis, raising money from investors, or just want to take on something new, this book will help you stage-ready. 173 pages. Benessa. Paperbound. $9.95

**5832179** 2017 CATS IN SWEATERS 16-MONTH CALENDAR. Fill your year with 13 adorable felines snuggled up in their favorite knits. Each month includes a short bio for the pictured cat, so you can really get to know each and every one. Fully illus. in color. Rock Point. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**5856347** 2017 AIRSTREAM 16-MONTH CALENDAR. Vintage photographs highlight America’s best and brightest, and the colorful story of this handsome 16-month calendar. Showcases Airstream trailers from across the company’s 80-plus year history, from the classic to the modern, adventure, and memories that last a lifetime. Motorbooks. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**5744840** 2017 MILITARY HISTORY CALENDAR. Showcases 12 favorite pieces of Osprey artwork from recent publications, and covers all eras of military history—ideal for a gift for military history fans. Fully illus. in color. Osprey. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

**5786339** 2017 ADORABLE HEDGEHOGS 16-MONTH CALENDAR. Featuring these cuddly critters will bring a smile to your face all year round with this adorable wall calendar. Each month features an adorable photo of a hedgehog posing for the camera, alongside the month definitions. $9.95

**5878373** 2017 ART OF THE CORVETTE 16-MONTH CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2017 with this outsize wall calendar featuring a breathtaking photo collection of the history of Corvette from the C1 to C7 and everything in between. Includes history and specs on each model shown. Calendar runs Sept. 2016 to Dec. 2017. Rock Point. 16x12½x2. Spiralbound. $9.95

**5753104** 2017 RODNEY MATTHEWS CALENDAR. This stunning collection includes twelve of Rodney Matthews’ most mesmerizing dragon artworks. Impress your friends and amaze your neighbors with an illustration. Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. $12.95

**5728886** 2017 THOMAS KINKADE STREAMS OF LIVING WATER CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2017 with this collection of Thomas Kinkade’s, the "Painter of Light," features streams, waterfalls, lakes, and rivers. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Black Dog Publishing. 9½x12¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**5896452** MAPPING ENGLAND. By Simon Jenkins. From maps designed to defend the nation against enemies, to those recording topographical and geological features to those assisting in transport across the country, these works from cartographers, military strategists, government officials, and fine artists culminate in a complete look at where mapping England originated and the ways it has evolved. Illus. in color. 272 pages. Black Dog Publishing. 9½x12¼. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

**5753139** 2017 WAYNE ANDERSON CALENDAR. Features twelve months of the atmospheric artworks of goblins and faeries of the award-winning British illustrator, Wayne Anderson. Informative text accompanies each illustration. Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Paperbound Import. $8.95

**5854912** PREPPER’S GUIDE TO KNOTS: The 100 Most Useful Knots For Surviving Any Disaster. Ed. by Scott Martin. Includes knots for disaster survival. From fusing a loop to tie a bowline, useful knots to know are listed in this guide, which allows you to always be prepared in any situation. Full color. John Muir. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**5760152** 2017 PEANUTS CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2017 with the cast of the Peanuts cartoon strip. Snoopy, Charlie Brown, Lucy and the rest of the gang adorn this brightly colored 12-month, full size wall calendar. Andrews McMeel. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**5618318** MAP STORIES: The Art of Discovery. By Francisco Matteoli. Discover some of the world’s most magical places and how they revealed themselves, from the lost trails of the first colonies of the American West to Armundsen’s exploration of the South Pole, and everything in between. Fully illus. in color. 173 pages. Octopus. 10¼x13½. Import. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95
2017 DOCTOR WHO DIARY. Ed. by Margaret Trudgeman. Plan every day of your year with this official diary of the beloved time-traveling series, filled with cover to cover with screenshots, artwork and special highlights. Each page features beautifully photographed landscapes of Wales. Peony. 11¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99. **$8.95**

365 VIEWS OF WALES CALENDAR. By Martin Vargic. A trove of unexpected facts of our quirky, glorious, and diverse world. 112 pages. Harper Design. 10x12. **SOLD OUT**

5876474 2017 LOST OCEAN: An Inky Adventure and Coloring Calendar. By John O. Clark. Presents a beautifully illustrated calendar featuring cutting-edge subway maps, here are the name of propaganda, to today's cutting-edge subway maps, here are the name of propaganda, to today's cutting-edge subway maps, her. Each page of this 12-month calendar features beautifully photographed landscapes of Wales. Peony. 11¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

5789478 2017 LUNAR: A Glow-in-the-Dark Calendar. By Tim Clark et al. This fine and diverse collection of maps, calendars, and timepieces are replete with fascinating facts and figures. The sun, the moon, and the stars are all portrayed in a manner that is both informative and aesthetically pleasing. Each month features a new map or calendar that highlights a different aspect of the cosmos. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. **$19.95**

578749X 2017 LOST OCEAN: An Inky Adventure and Coloring Calendar. By John O. Clark. Presents a beautifully illustrated calendar featuring cutting-edge subway maps, here are the name of propaganda, to today's cutting-edge subway maps, her. Each page of this 12-month calendar features beautifully photographed landscapes of Wales. Peony. 11¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**


574186X 2017 DEAD. Colorful wall art for 2017. Andrews McMeel. 12x12. **SOLD OUT**

5730662 2017 MAPS THAT CHANGED THE WORLD. Ed. by John O. Clark. Presents a beautifully illustrated calendar featuring cutting-edge subway maps, here are the name of propaganda, to today's cutting-edge subway maps, her. Each page of this 12-month calendar features beautifully photographed landscapes of Wales. Peony. 11¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**


5754397 2017 THE GREAT AMERICAN DNKFEST. By Thaneeya McArdle. Get out the markers or colored pencils, tear off yesterday's page, and color your way to relaxation. Each page of this color book presents a delightful, dramatic image to color, including mandalas, sugar skulls, flowers, animals, and more. Andrews McMeel. 6x5¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

5752498 2017 POKÉMON CALENDAR. By Thaneeya McArdle. Get out the markers or colored pencils, tear off yesterday's page, and color your way to relaxation. Each page of this color book presents a delightful, dramatic image to color, including mandalas, sugar skulls, flowers, animals, and more. Andrews McMeel. 6x5¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**


5732417 2017 MILLIE MAROTTA’S ANIMAL KINGDOM COLORING CALENDAR. Features 12 illustrations, one for each month, from Millie Marotta’s best-selling coloring book, Animal Kingdom. Bring each to life each month by adding color and creating your own beautiful animal kingdom. Sterling. 12x12. **$11.95**

586592 THE MAPMAKERS’ WORLD: A Cultural History of the European World Map. By Marjo T. Nurminen. This volume dives deep into the exciting history of the European world map and the very creation of our own world view which was first depicted in maps. In doing so it opens up a fascinating narrative of discovery and cartography, relating not only to geography, trade, ideology, and controversy, but also to the histories of science. Fully illus. in color. 347 pages. Pool of London. 9¾x13¼. Import. Pub. at $75.00. **$49.95**

5632187 2017 DAY OF THE DEAD MUERTOS CALENDAR. Andrews McMeel. 12x12. **SOLD OUT**


461237X HOW THINGS WORK: The Mechanics Behind the World Us. Ed. by Alberto Hernandez. More than 100 things are dissected so that one can examine the inner workings of things as diverse as a 3-D printer or a television. The book is organized categorically into ten chapters, covering topics like Art, Architecture, Communication, and Ancient Civilization. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Chartwell. 8x11. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

4530500 VARGIC’S MISCELLANEOUS OF CURIOUS MAPS: Mapping the Modern World. Martin Vargic. A wonderfully weird collection of cartographic and strikically creative cartographic creations. Including more than 70 maps, four fold-out maps and two oversized removable posters, this book is a treasure trove of unexpected facts of our quirky, glorius and diverse world. 112 pages. HarperDesign. 10x12. **SOLD OUT**


5753155 2017 STRESS LESS COLORING CALENDAR. Color your world, and enjoy it all month long. Each month of the calendar features an intricate illustration that invites you to express yourself, using your own unique designs. Coloring these patterns relieves stress, mosaics, flowers, and nature motifs helps calm your mind in a creative, relaxing way. Then enjoy your wall decor all month long! Adams Media. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

575075X 2016 ASTROLOGY CALENDAR. Ed. by Terence Dickinson. Make the remainder of 2016 out of this world with this wall-size calendar featuring details on the night sky, the constellations, and the movements of the planets. Includes a wealth of astronomical knowledge. Firefly. 14x12. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **$9.95**

5741828 2017 THE WONDERS OF MEXICO CALENDAR. By Johanna Basford. Presents a lavishly illustrated calendar featuring cutting-edge subway maps, here are the name of propaganda, to today's cutting-edge subway maps, her. Each page of this 12-month calendar features beautifully photographed landscapes of Wales. Peony. 11¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

5753074 2017 MICHAEL TRUGGOD’S CALENDAR. Contains twelve bold and striking paintings by Michael Fishel which were created to be enjoyed by everyone young or old. Informative text accompanies each illustration. 11½x11¼. Paperbound Import. **$6.95**

5750207 2017 FLAME TREE CALENDAR. Features 12 illustrations, one for each month, from Millie Marotta’s best-selling coloring book, Animal Kingdom. Bring each to life each month by adding color and creating your own beautiful animal kingdom. Sterling. 12x12. **$11.95**

5728878 2017 BAD CAT CALENDAR. By Martin Vargic. A trove of unexpected facts of our quirky, glorious, and diverse world. 112 pages. HarperDesign. 10x12. **SOLD OUT**


5772993 2017 LANDSCAPES OF WALES CALENDAR. Each month of this 12-month calendar features beautifully photographed landscapes of Wales. Peony. 11¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99. **$8.95**
**Navigation & Boating**

**DVD 3657284** THE STRAITS OF MACINAC: Great Lakes Cruising. Covering all the details relevant to cruising boats, this program provides an invaluable guide to the unique geography of these lakes, its surrounding wilderness region, and some of the most accommodating weather and natural harbors in the country. 48 minutes. Bennett. Pub. at $17.95 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**DVD 3657353** A TIMELESS TRIP THROUGH THE ERIE CANAL: Take a trip back to New York's Old Erie Canal to the Port of Oswego. Cruise with legendary singer/songwriter Joni Mitchell as he explores the unique geography of this waterfront, the history behind the Erie Canal, the Port of Oswego, and many more. 48 minutes on two DVDs. TMW Media Group. Pub. at $17.95 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**LIMITED EDITION $877458 FIGURE SKATING'S GREATEST STARS.** By Steven Amstutz. Featuring the greatest performers in the world who celebrate the figures, the legends, and the current stars of the sport. Covers everything from the earliest days of figure skating on frozen ponds to the stars of tomorrow who are jumping, skating faster, and making new artistic heights. Well illus., most color. 258 pages. Bess Press. Pub. at $32.95 **LIMITED EDITION to $11.95**

**SPORTS & LEISURE**

**1875778 POOL TECHNIQUES & TRICKS.** By Pierre Merin. Frontispiece includes basic information on equipment and how to hold cues. A thorough approach, clear demonstrations and detailed close-up photography. This book is dedicated to teaching 100 popular trick shots that will amaze your friends. Well illus. in color. 258 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/972
3671704 COMPLETE BIKE MAINTENANCE: For Road, Mountain & Commuter Bicycles. By Fred Wilson. This guide will give riders the confidence and knowledge required to tackle regular maintenance, repairs, and even a major overhaul. Covers road, mountain,city, kids’ bikes. Every task is rated by difficulty and time required, and includes handy tips and shortcuts from the experts. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. MVP. $8.95. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99.

427227X 1001 BICYCLES TO DREAM OF RIDING. Ed. by Ron Rapoport. Chronicles the life of one man who has compiled a comprehensive, chronological guide to the most important bicycles ever created. Marvel at full-color photos, carefully compiled technical specifications, and authoritative text written by a panel of cycling experts. 960 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $31.95.

367696X THE NIGHT CASEY WAS BORN: The True Story Behind the Great American Ballad “Casey at the Bat.” By John Evangelist Walsh. Tells the story behind the poem for the first time, shaping a vivid portrait of the poet, and analyzing the poem’s original and favorite performer. Describes New York in the 1880s, and America in the earliest years of its love affair with baseball. Illus. 220 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $3.95.

4630319 THE IMMORTAL BOBBY: Bobby Jones and the Golden Age of Golf. By Ron Rapoport. Chronicles the life of one of the giants of golf’s Golden Age, who remained an amateur throughout his career but was the only person in history to win the U.S. Open, U.S. Amateur, and British Open in the same year. 345 pages. Wiley. Pub. at $27.95.

5899532 BASEBALL’S GAME CHANGERS. By George Castle. Offers detailed, colorful commentary along with a ranking system that is sure to inspire debate among fans, from baseball’s beginnings to today, analyzing on- and off-the-field developments, this discussion is an extraordinary compilation of the team and the game’s trailblazers, trendsetters, and transformations. 228 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $12.95.


587186Z UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM READER SHOTS AND SCORES. Tighten your laces and grab your stick for an assembly line of tubes and tales from the Greatest Game Ever Played. Includes a hilarious and moving memoir is an extraordinary compilation of Carl Yastrzemski’s greatest hits. This manual gives you all the tools you need to build a defensive MVP. 9½x11. Pub. at $35.00.

5748798 BASEBALL MAVICK: How Sandy Alderson Revolutionized Baseball and Revived the Mets. By Steve Kettmann. In 2010, the New York Mets were in trouble on multiple fronts, and not just because of their embarrassing season-ending collapse. For help in turning the team’s fortunes around, the Mets hired Sandy Alderson. Alderson was the only one who could save this embattled franchise. 337 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00.

5862226 ALL AMERICAN: Two young Men, the 2001 Army-Navy game and the Battle for Black History. Set against the aftermath of 9/11, this thoughtful sports history explores the most-watched college football game of the decade, and the teams, the Navy’s Midshipmen—and the two remarkable players at its center, opponents that would ultimately be courageous allies on the battlefield. 16 pages of photos. 276 pages. MVP. $8.95. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

5862204 TOUR DE FRANCE: The Definitive History of the World’s Most Famous Race. By Peter Cossins et al. Profiles the most memorable stages that shaped the history of cycling, from its brutal first years, through two World Wars, on to cheating and doping scandals, incredible victories, and tragic deaths. Includes digitally generated maps, iconic photos, and a gazetteer of every Tour de France. CasseU. 9½x11. Import. Pub. at $29.99.


587186Z UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM READER SHOTS AND SCORES. Tighten your laces and grab your stick for an assembly line of tubes and tales from the Greatest Game Ever Played. Includes a hilarious and moving memoir is an extraordinary compilation of Carl Yastrzemski’s greatest hits. This manual gives you all the tools you need to build a defensive MVP. 9½x11. Pub. at $35.00.


5909176 MARCH 1939: Before the Madness. By Berry Frei. The front and the groundbreaking eight-team tournament that was the brainchild of the National Association of Basketball Coaches and only nominally supported by the NCAA. This book offers an unfolding in a turbulent, pivotal moment when events were making it more apparent that Hitler’s belligerence would draw Europe and the world into another war—soon. Photos. 237 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.


58066X1 BIGGER THAN THE GAME: Restitching a Major League Life. By Dirk Hayhurst. After nearly a decade in the minors, Dirk Hayhurst defied the odds to climb from a team’s mound for the Toronto blue Jays. Then fate delivered a crushing hit. From there things got worse, weirder, and funnier. This honest, insightful, hilarious and moving memoir is an indisputable baseball classic. 305 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

5575826 YASTRZEMSKI. By Carl Yastrzemski. Covering an inspiring 23-year baseball odyssey, this volume presents an extraordinary compilation of Carl Yastrzemski’s greatest moments at the plate and in the field, from the “Impossible Dream” season to the Greatest Game Ever Played. Includes a DVD highlight reel. Well illus., many in color. 246 pages. Rugged Land. 8½x11. Pub. at $33.95.

198514X MAINTAINING MOUNTAIN BIKES. REVISED: The Do-It-Yourself Guide. By Mel Allwood. Written by a leading mountain bike expert, this is your essential guide to getting the most out of and caring for your mountain bike. Covers essential roadside repairs, maintenance procedures, accessories, safety tips, and much more. Color photos. 256 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.

4436229 BOXER’S BIBLE OF COUNTERPUNCHING: The Killer Response to Any Attack. By Mark Hatmaker. This manual gives you all the tools you need to build a powerful defensive base for boxing—every defense for every punch from every angle, plus the tools to construct a base and educate natural punching triggers. Logical counterpunching sequences that take you from the beginner’s realm of just being a puncher to being a crafty boxer. Photos. 168 pages. Tracks. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

584958X THE LAST HEADDANGERS. By Kevin Cook. Tells the inside story of the most colorful decade in NFL history—pro football’s raging, hormonal, hairy, druggy, and immortal adolescence. Covers one of the most explosive, incomparable teams in NFL history. Includes digitally generated maps, iconic photos, and a gazetteer of every Tour de France. CasseU. 9½x11. Import. Pub. at $29.99.
Sports & Leisure

★ 5808901 POWDER: The Greatest Ski Runs on the Planet. By Patrick Thorne. Comprehensive and stylistic tribute to the planet’s greatest ski runs. From McCall, Idaho to the U.S. to Bellporte, Quebec. Includes detailed charts that will help you gauge your weekly progress at the level of competitive skiers. Fully illustrated. 12 pages. Barrons. Paperback. $9.95

★ 5753422 THE COMPLETE LONG DISTANCE RUNNER’S MANUAL. By S. Fishpool & S. Keogh. Presents six graded training schedules that take runners from a basic level up to marathon-level competition. Includes detailed charts that will help you gauge your weekly progress at the level of competitive skiers. Fully illustrated. 12 pages. Barrons. Paperback. $9.95

★ 5698593 THE INNOCENTS: The Collision of the Turbulent Sixties and the Los Angeles Dodgers. By Michael Leahy. Tells the story of the Los Angeles Dodgers during the period of the 1960s, a tumultuous time in America. They embodied the disparate cultural forces—white, black, Jewish, Christian, wealthy, working class, conservative, liberal—at a time in America driven by race as never before. Photos. 392 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00


★ 5776791 FOOTBALL: Great Writing About the National Sport. Ed. by John Schulian. Celebrating the sport without shying away from its sometimes devastating personal and social costs, the forty-four pieces gathered here testify to football’s boundless capacity to generate outsized characters and memorable tales. 463 pages. Library of America. $52.00

★ 5753740 BIRD DREAM. By Matt Higgins. A heart-stopping narrative of risk and courage that tells the story of the remarkable men and women who pioneered the latest advances in aerial exploration from skydiving to BASE jumping to wingsuit flying. Illustrated with their daring. Color photos. 264 pages. Penguin. $27.95

★ 5842616 THE SECRET FOOTBALLER: Access All Areas. A no-holds-barred tour of Europe’s Premier League soccer clubs reported from the ground of each in the season. Includes detailed charts that will help you gauge your weekly progress at the level of competitive skiers. Fully illustrated. 12 pages. Barrons. Paperback. $9.95

★ 3605795 DEREK JETER #2: Thanks for the Memories. By David Karp. Commemorates the Captain’s career in a fully illustrated, scrapbook-style tribute. Fischer traces Derek Jeter’s legendary baseball career, from his minor-league struggles through his exhilarating days as a Yankees superstar, to his status as an enduring symbol of the steroid-free athlete. 134 pages, 32 pages full-color photos. Signed by Derek Jeter. $37.95

★ 4611454 THE SELLING OF THE BABE: The Deal That Changed Baseball and Created a Legend. By Glenn Stout. The sale of Babe Ruth by the Boston Red Sox to the New York Yankees changed baseball history, changing the fortunes of two of baseball’s most storied franchises and helping to create the legend of the greatest player the game has known. Photos. 294 pages. Thomas & $27.99

★ 3581470 FENWAY 1912: The Birth of a Ballpark, a Championship Season, and Fenway’s Remarkable First Year. By Glenn Stout. In celebration of the hundredth anniversary of Fenway Park, this book reveals how the sale of Ruth to the Red Sox created the legend of the greatest player in baseball. Photos. 294 pages. Thomas & $27.99

★ 5829569 PLAY-BY-PLAY: Radio, Television, and Big-Time College Sport. By sportswriter Bill Raftery. Traces the troubled relationship between sports in higher education and the broadcasting industry. Takes readers behind the scenes and into the past, Smith examines the effects of TV revenue on college athletics (notably football) and explores the complex ongoing debate over meaningful reform. Photos. 304 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $52.00

★ 2747294 AMERICAN PASTIMES: The Very Best of Red Smith. Ed. by Daniel Okrent. Walter Winchell “Red” Smith was the most widely read sportswriter of the last century and the first to win the Pulitzer Prize for commentary. Spanning nearly 50 years and gathering many hard to find pieces, this work includes indelible profiles of sports luminaries, hunting, fishing, hiking, and many other adventures in the woods. Use this advice to keep your family and friends safe while you enjoy your outdoor times together. Fully illustrated. In color. 160 pages. Blackburn. 8½x11. Hardcover. $19.95


★ 5901359 AMERICA’S CLASSIC BARRACKS. By James Buckley. Jr. With images and memorabilia, this history gives a tour of baseball’s most hallowed palaces, celebrating six quintessential ballparks: Polo Grounds, Fenway Park, Ebbets Field, Tiger Stadium, Wrigley Field, and Yankee Stadium. Fully illustrated, many in color. 176 pages. Thunder Bay. 8x12. $19.95

★ 5762950 THE METS: A 50th Anniversary Celebration. By A. Martin. & M. McFarren. In honor of the upcoming 50th anniversary of the amazing New York Mets, the New York Daily News has created the definitive commemorative tome for fans. In 1962, the Mets had to look left by the exodus of the New York Giants and Brooklyn Dodgers. They eventually won two World Series titles. Well illustrated, some color. 320 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 9x10. $40.00


★ 5820443 CIRCULATE: It’s All About the Bike. By William Fotheringham. If it’s on the bike, it’s in the book! Here you’ll find a comprehensive and authoritative reference to all the parts and accessories. From tires and rims to laces and frames, to its unique and fascinating history of development, use, and cultural impact. Illus. 433 pages. Chicago Review. Paperback. $18.95

★ 5753422 THE COMPLETE LONG DISTANCE RUNNER’S MANUAL. By S. Fishpool & S. Keogh. Presents six graded training schedules that take runners from a basic level up to marathon-level competition. Includes detailed charts that will help you gauge your weekly progress at the level of competitive skiers. Fully illustrated. 12 pages. Barrons. Paperback. $9.95

★ 5780283 MASTER STROKES: The Short Game. By Phil Frank. With detailed illustrations and lively instruction this guide will help you master your own golf game from 100 yards in. 368 pages. Running Press. Paperback. $12.00

★ 5849111 THE ART OF ADVENTURE: Outdoor Sports from Sea to Summit. Photos by Tandem Stills + Motion. Through firsthand accounts by explorers, breathtaking photography, and captivating storytelling, this exhilarating volume reveals the culture, inspiration and drive behind those living an adventurous life—plunging the depths, climbing the heights and soaring through the air. 176 pages. Insight Editions. 9½x11. Paperback. $40.00

★ 3605393 THE GIPPER: George Gipp, Knute Rockne, and the Dramatic Rise of Notre Dame Football. By Jack Cavanaugh. More than 80 years after his death, George Gipp is still regarded by football historians as Notre Dame’s greatest player ever. It was Gipp and the story of his death that inspired Knute Rockne, a young coach with a reputation for putting Notre Dame on the map. This is the definitive examination of Gipp and his coach. 16 pages of photos, 294 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $16.95

★ 5852714 SEASON OF ’42: Joe D. Teddy Ballgame, and Baseball’s First Turbulent Year of the 40s. By Jack Cavanaugh. A veteran sportswriter, Cavanaugh takes a look at this historic season, how it was shaped and affected by the war and what ultimately, it meant to America during this time. 16 pages of photos, 296 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $14.95

★ 5849748 ULTIMATE WARRIOR: A Life Lived Forever. By Jon Robinson. The legacy of a pro wrestling legend is brought to life like never before in this thrilling and detail-packed volume. Photographs and in out the ring join insider stories, exclusive interviews, and never before seen interviews with the family and rare ephemera to chart his explosive career and greatest matches. 160 pages, Insight Editions. 9½x12. 16 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $39.99
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**5865838 UNKNOWN CAPOEIRA, VOLUME TWO: A History of the Brazilian Martial Art. By Ricardo Cachorro. Traces the deep roots of capoeira as a complete martial art, including its history, music and folklore. Each fighting move and its historical context is detailed in its own section. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $16.95**

**5847419 THE LOST SAMURAI SCHOOL: Secrets of Miyoshi Ryu. By Antony Cummins with M. Koizumi. Collects and translates ancient documents that contain the instructions of founding master Hagiwara Jozo, revealing the enthralling martial art, sword, spear, and axe of the samurai as they were practiced in samurai in their daily lives. Fully illus. 366 pages. Blue Snake Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95**

**5842034 WARRIOR WISDOM. By Kazumi Tabata. Presents a comprehensive guide to one of the most fascinating of martial strategies, Sun Tzu’s Art of War. Also includes an analysis of the lesser-known tactics of Shokatsu Komei, plus an overview of warrior tactics employed by the author in his quest to become a Grandmaster of Karate. Fully illus. 216 pages. Blue Snake Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95**


**5896392 BRAZILIAN JIU-JITSU ADVANCED TECHNIQUES. By Fabio Gurgel. Building on its predecessor, this second volume offers specific intermediate and advanced jiu-jitsu instruction that simplifies the complex movements of the martial art and reveals its secrets step by step. Each step of each maneuver is clarified with easy-to-follow, blow-up photographs. 140 pages. Blue Snake Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $13.95**

**5843332 THE ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO VIKING MARTIAL ARTS. By Antony Cummins. Reveals the hitherto unknown world of Viking hand-to-hand combat, employing the sword, the spear, the axe and the shield in brutal melee techniques. Based on careful analysis of Viking sagas, each move is described and executed meticulously, accompanied by 250 clear line drawings and photographs. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95**

**5867142 THE SPIRIT OF THE SWORD: Iaido, Kendo, and Test Cutting with the Japanese Sword. By Ted Taback. Written by one of the most famous Japanese Swordsmen of the twelfth century, this guide instructs the reader on the integration of iaido, kendo, and jujitsu; the correct mental approach to practice; training methods and techniques, sword maintenance, and more. 320 pages. Blue Snake Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95**


**2071147 Secret of Judo. By Mark Law. A sport of balletic beauty and extraordinary violence, this volume is a fascinating account of this most enigmatic of sports. Through a series of colorful encounters which are funny, alarming and mesmerizing, you’ll also experience the irresistible drama of tournament action. 320 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95**

**5794463 FIGHTER’S FACT BOOK: Principles and Drills to Make You a Better Fighter. By Loren W. Christensen. Gathered over 400 tips, drills, principles, and exercises to give you the edge, no matter what style of martial art you practice. If you are feeling stuck or bored in your martial arts routine, Loren’s no-nonsense style will get you up and training with a fire you have not felt in years. Well illus. 294 pages. YMAA. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95**

**4559185 THE PJYAMA GAME: A Journey into Judo. By Mark Law. A sport of balletic beauty and extraordinary violence, this volume is a fascinating account of this most enigmatic of sports. Through a series of colorful encounters which are funny, alarming and mesmerizing, you’ll also experience the irresistible drama of tournament action. 320 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95**


**4649067 CRUISE CONFIDENTIAL: A Hit Below the Waterline. By Brian David Bruns. Come see where the crew lives, eats, fights, and parties with exhilaration and excitement. A hilarious look at what goes on behind the scenes of Cruise Line sailings by an insider. Essential reading for anyone planning a cruise—or just needing a good laugh! 370 pages. Travelers’ Tales. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95**

**4646635 ENSLAVEMENT. By Brian David Bruns. A hilarious look at what goes on behind the scenes of Cruise Line sailings by an insider. Essential reading for anyone planning a cruise—or just needing a good laugh! 370 pages. Travelers’ Tales. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95**

**4647289 THE THONG ALSO RISES: Further Misadventures from Women on the Road! Ed. by Jennifer L. Leo. These funny women on the road just can’t stop laughing about their adventures on the road. Here are more hilarious stories from women who have gone to the ends of the earth only to hear the sniggering of the cosmos. These stories that weren’t so funny when they happened will prove once again that travel, like laughter, is the best medicine. 209 pages. Travelers’ Tales. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95**

**4647319 WHAT WERE WE THINKING? More Misadventures from Women on the Road. Ed. by Jennifer L. Leo. These funny women on the road just can’t stop laughing about their adventures on the road. Here are more hilarious stories from women who have gone to the ends of the earth only to hear the sniggering of the cosmos. These stories that weren’t so funny when they happened will prove once again that travel, like laughter, is the best medicine. 209 pages. Travelers’ Tales. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95**
Travel

4539675 100 PLACES YOU WILL NEVER VISIT: The World’s Most Secret Locations. By Daniel Smith. Offers an unprecedented glimpse inside of secretive and prohibited locations from all over the world. From Area 51 to the headquarters of secret service, to secret nuclear facilities in Iran and North Korea, this is a riveting guide to the shadiest corners of human civilization. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

587744X EVEREST: Mountain Without Mercy. By Broughton Coburn. Magnificent color images taken with a specially modified IMAX camera and riveting first-hand accounts of the men and women who dare to challenge the mountain an unprecedented glimpse of both breathtaking beauty and heartbreaking tragedy. Signed. 256 pages. National Geographic. 9/1/4. $15.00 $5.95

5847702 492 GREAT THINGS ABOUT BEING ITALIAN. By Boz Hadleight. Offers an encyclopedia of Italian pride, from Zappa to Nutella. Words and beautiful photographs will find entry on Casanova; celebrity watchers will find information on the countless celebrities with Italian in their blood; and trivia and travelers alike will find all the cultural facts they crave. Color photos. 279 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

5715999 WORLD’S WORST TRAVEL DESTINATIONS. By Kara Simsek. Searches out some of the worst, weediest, most uninspiring, and hellish places on the planet—so you don’t have to bother. Fully illus. 268 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95


4603028 DISCOVERING PENNSYLVANIA. Text by Lewis M. Paul. Describes the historic state, and highlights the various attractions to be found there for the visitor. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Amer Products Publishing. 8/4x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

4627253 WEIRD COLORADO: Your Travel Guide to Colorado’s Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets. Charkra Wichter and Chadrick Flack. Vampires flock to Colorado, but few people know that this beautiful Rocky Mountain region is a haven for the strange and bizarre, from a ghost-ridden river where people have mysteriously disappeared to a legendary Bigfoot type creature with eyes that glow a reddish yellow in the dark. Color & B&W photos. 272 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

3592777 MARILYN MONROE DYED HERE: Marilyn Monroe’s Locations in Her Color Photo Barn. By Chris Epting. Presents another collection of the locations where the most significant events in American popular culture took place. This encyclopedic look at the most famous and infamous pop culture events includes information on over 600 landmarks, as well as their exact locations. Photos. 309 pages. Santa Monica Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $2.95

5753554 MORE SAND IN MY BRA: Funny Woman Write from the Road. Again. Ed. by Wendy Wasserstein. Offers a hilarious series of funny, jiggly bits, and get ready to slip on your sarongs and slap on some slim block, Leo and Weiler are about to go wild again with their twenty-nine witty, humorous, true stories. 217 pages. Solas House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3599203 CREEPY CRAWLS: A Horror Fiend’s Travel Guide. By Leon Marcol. From Tokyo to Delhi to Seoul, to Dracula’s home in Transylvania these chainsaw massacres to the real-life Baltimore haunts of Edgar Allan Poe to the macabre features of Paris, France, this guide offers morbidly offset locations for horror aficionados and travel buffs alike. Illus. 380 pages. Santa Monica Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $2.95


5792703 PARIS 1928. By Henry Miller. Collect. W. Earl & J.J. Lee. Hans Henny Miller’s Nexus, the third volume of The Rosy Crucifixion trilogy. An account of his first trip to Paris in 1928 and his travels around Europe on the eve of the Great Depression. Miller relives his travels and significant events in American popular culture and his travels around Europe on the eve of the Great Depression. Miller relives his travels and

4642707 THERE’S NO TOILET PAPER...ON THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED. By Robert D. House. The improbable happenings when you hit the road and this collection of stories captures the breathless. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Lustre. 9x12. Import. $5.95

3601139 IN THE OTHER SIDE OF THOSE: One Family’s Treacherous Journey Negotiating the Northwest Passage. By Sprague Theobald with A. Kreide. Join the award-winning documentary filmmaker and expedition lead as he follows in the form of a journal, their travels from his hometown of Newport, Rhode Island, through the Northwest Passage and around Alaska to Seattle. This 8,500 mile life-changing trek is filled with constant danger and bears, and severe weather. 16 pages of color photos. 217 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

492 GREAT THINGS ABOUT SCOTLAND: Undiscovered Places. By Michael Zuppa. A magnificent guide to all 936 locations on the World Heritage List. These sites include some of the most significant events in Scottish history, as well as a treasure trove of information about some of the most amazing sights—historic site architecture, towering landmarks, grandiose interiors, and favorite tourist attractions. 96 pages. 10/4x10/4. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $3.95

7085993 ROAD TRIP: Roadside America Discovering America’s Local Legends. By John B. Wright. Provides visitors to the West as well as armchair travelers a richer, more authentic look at the West. Well illus. 125 pages. University of Nebraska Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95


457865X TASTLES & FOLLIES & FOODSTUFFS: Adventures Along Ireland’s St. Declan’s Way. By Roanard Burton. The author takes us along on her journey down the ancient highway and pilgrim route of St. Declan’s Way, one of Ireland’s best kept secrets. On her journey, she treks along a goods trail to climbing mountains and tracking down fairy courts, she celebrates all the rewards this land has to offer. 270 pages. Allen & Unwin. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95


4552520 MY VENICE AND OTHER ESSAYS. By Donna Leon. Collects dozens of funny, charming, passionate, and insightful essays that range from battles over garbage in the canals to the troubleshooters of Venetian real estate. With pointed observations and humor, this collection is sure to delight lovers of Italy and La Serenissima. 222 pages. Atlantic Monthly. $9.95

5787986 HERE, THERE, ELSEWHERE: Stories from the Road. By William Least Heat-Moon. A landmark, unprecedented gathering of the author’s greatest short-form travel writing. In these pages, we find him beside the Sea of Japan; searching for the real Yoknapatawpha County; pondering the disappearances of a queen and a Mayan sculptor; investigating the oddities of Long Island; and more. Illus. 402 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

4572807 ROAD TRIP: Roadside America from Custard’s Last Stand to the Wigwam Route of the Southwest. With a focus on vernacular roadside architecture built between 1920 and the late 1960s, the golden age of the American road, this volume offers a snapshot of an extraordinary era and its roadways, buildings, restaurants, gas stations, the motels, and places of amusement, many of which are now gone. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Universe. Paperback Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

5856088 TIBET: By Zhou Chen and D. Norbu. Full-page color photography narrates the story of multiple traditions overlaid with legend, folklore, religious ceremony and festivals, and a natural beauty that leaves the onlooker breathless. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Lustre. 9x12. Import. $4.95

4585166 VENICE: A Journey of Dreams. By A. Zocchi, photos by H. Simeone Huber. A glorious photo tour of Italy’s most fantastic city captures its monuments and moods, from the Ca’ D’Oro and Old Venice to the Rome piazzas; and neighborhood street markets. Magnus Edizioni. 9/4x12%. Import. Pubs. at $32.00 $6.95

4585099 WALTZING WITH BRANDO: Planning a Paradise in Tahiti. By Bernard Judge. Presents the story of a young Los Angeles architect who found himself living on an unpopulated atoll in the South Pacific with his client, Marlon Brand. Judge recounts his life-changing experience, while describing the culture of Polynesia and Tahiti in the early 70s, before mass tourism. Fully illus. in color. 289 pages. ORO Editions. Paperback. Pubs. at $35.00 $4.95

5878195 NEW YORK CITY: America the Beautiful. By Dan Lieberman. Take a photographic tour of the Big Apple with an album of full-color photos capturing all its major sights—historic site architecture, towering landmarks, grandiose interiors, and favorite tourist attractions. 96 pages. Fully illus. 10/4x10/4. Paperback. Pubs. at $18.95 $7.95

5668622 EXTREME: Why Some People Thrive at the Limits. By E. Barrett & P Martin. Examines the reasons why some people choose to place themselves in dangerous and how they cope. Drawing on psychological research as well as personal accounts, the authors explore the motivation, skills, and characteristics required to survive and thrive in extreme conditions. 278 pages. Published. Pubs. at $18.95 $6.95
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590401 THE SHAKESPEARE TRAIL: A Journey into Shakespeare's England. By Steve Berry. Packed with walking and visitor information, maps and photographs, this fascinating volume lets readers see through Shakespeare’s eyes. From his birth at Stratford to the Globe Theatre, to walk in his footsteps—and in the footsteps of his iconic characters. 16 pages of photos, most color. 284 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

596321X THE LAND WHERE LEMONS GROW. By Helena Attlee. Travelers have always been drawn to the Mediterranean. Here, Attlee shows how it is the dark leaves and bright fruit seem to change the landscape. This heady mix of travel writing, history, and horticulture offers a unique, and enormously readable, journey through Italy’s cultural, culinary and political past. Illus. 248 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $23.95 $9.95

581607X FINDING AN AUSTRALIAN’s Guide to Perfidious Albion. By Holger Ehling. From London to Jarrold, Stonehenge to Blackpool, the fascinating history behind modern-day England is revealed. Introducing why MPs are still keen hostages at Buckingham Palace and where to find the best pork pie. 278 pages. booklass. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


462995 WORLD’s BEST CITIES: Celebrating 220 Great Destinations. Ed. by Lawrence M. Porges. You’ll find an astonishing array of metropolitan meccas, massive and minute, around Grand Lake Stream, Maine, like few others. He knows what lunch, what cakes, what cream has a dark bass, how to survive in the wilderness, and more. Photos. 316 pages. Islandport. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


5875906 SOUTH FROM EPHESUS: Travels Through Aegenian Turkey. By Brian Sewell. Well-known art critic Brian Sewell traveled extensively in Turkey between 1948 and 1950. The bulk of this account focuses on his journey from Ephesus to Side one winter. He describes the architectural and historical sites that comes across, his encounters along the way, and the fractured but funny relationship he forms with his driver. Photos. 266 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperback Import. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

583670X THE VOYAGES OF CAPTAIN JAMES COOK: The Illustrated Account. Ed. by Thomas. Thoughtfully selected writings from James Cook and his editor, John Hawkeworth, and from naturalist and astronomer James King. In addition, a wealth of visual treasures. Cook’s voyages were notable not only for their scope, but also for the works of art created en route by botanists, naturalists, and artists who accompanied Cook. 320 pages. Voyager. 8x10/10%. Pub. at $40.00

5812445 NO BAGGAGE: A Minimalist Tale of Love & Wandering. By Clara Bensen. After knowing each other for only a couple of weeks, Benson and Jeff Wilson embark on a 21-day travel experiment—from Istanbul to London, with zero luggage, zero reservations, and no plan. Bensen is forced to admit that when it comes to falling in love, one can never really travel without baggage. 288 pages. Running Press Pub. at $25.00 $18.95

551572 WIDE OPEN WORLD. By John Marshall. Desperate to get out of a rut and reconnect with his family, Marshall dreamed of a trip around the world. He didn’t have the money for resorts or luxury tours, but he did have a dream. He makes the globe more meaningful: volunteering time and energy to others in far-flung locales. Here he shares their inspiring six-month adventure. Color photos. 328 pages. Islandport. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $18.95


5862381 LONDON: The Story of a Great City. By Jerry White. With authoritative text by acclaimed London historian Jerry White and remarkable images and documents from the Museum of London, this beautiful book encapsulates the extraordinary history of this 2,000 year old city. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Andre Deutsch. 10x11\% Import. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95


7650480 ROUTE 66 STILL KICKS: Driving America’s Main Street. By Rick Antonson. The author sets out to follow the original Route 66, tracing its rich history and discovering the vitality and American character still beating through our heartland. Learn how Woody Guthrie’s life on the route shaped his music, how Mickey Mantle honed his chops in Oklahoma; and more. Photos. 359 pages. Skyhorse. 9x6/12. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95

5854493 LONDON IN FIFTY DESIGN ICONS. By Deyan Sudjic. Reveals the fifty design icons of home city. London孤立s that, when viewed together, form a unique portrait of London’s culture. Learn about the works of art created en route by botanists, naturalists, and artists who accompanied Cook. 320 pages. Voyager. 8x10/10%. Pub. at $40.00

5767458 ATLAS OF IMPROBABLE PLACES: A Journey to the World’s Most Unusual Corners. By T. Elbrough and A. Hargroves. What of the oddball, bizarre, and beautiful, the strange and ordinary, the things that make London a unique city? From Bath to Budapest and the Blue Lagoon to Istanbul, Focuses on destinations where you can experience the local culture, from natural and traditional treatments and therapies, to the world’s highest mountain range. In a personal tour of the world on the route that he shares their inspiring six-month adventure. Color photos. 328 pages. Islandport. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95


575335X AROUND THE WORLD: The Grand Tour in Photo Albums. By B. Levine & D. Srinivasan. Features a wealth of turn-of-the-century photographs and ephemera from the dawn of world travel, when Brownie cameras were the middle class ship menus, calling cards, and newspaper clippings. Photos. 208 pages. Princeton Architectural. 9x12/12. Paperback. Pub. at $55.00 $19.95

5716071 WALKING THE HIMALAYAS. By Leivson Wood. The noted explorer takes us along on his most remarkable and illuminating journey to the world’s highest mountain range. In a personal turn of the century photographs and ephemera from the dawn of world travel, when Brownie cameras were the world’s highest mountain range. In a personal travelogue, part food orgy and part oral history, DeMers celebrates the courage and creativity of the barbecuers of the Lone Star State. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Bright Sky. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

PRICE CUT to $11.95
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359873 AROUND THE WORLD IN 500 DAYS. Ed. by Curtis Call. 323 pages. Mystic Seaport. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


PRICE CUT to $9.45


589674 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VILLAGES OF GREECE. By Mark Ollatow, photos by H. Palmer. 265 color photos. 216 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12/.2/. Publisher's price at $14.95

PRICE CUT to $11.95


PRICE CUT to $4.95


PRICE CUT to $6.95


PRICE CUT to $6.95

**3650471 EASTER ISLAND: The Mystery Solved. By Thor Heyerdahl. This remote island—with its huge, mysterious statues—has puzzled archeologists for centuries. How were the statues made and moved in a pre-mechanized age, by whom and why? Heyerdahl made the first scientific excavation of the statues in 1855 and here he outlines his discoveries, as well as what still remains a mystery. Fully, illus., in color. 268 pages. Garnet. Pub. at $26.95

PRICE CUT to $15.95

**7651406 PRIVATE HOUSES OF FRANCE: Living with History. By Christiane de Nicolay-Mazery. Takes readers inside a dozen exceptional French houses, each with a different architectural past. From Chateau de Chantilly—once home to the beautiful mistress of Henri II—to Le Buffon’s 18th century aristocratic mansion, these houses reveal a fascinating and lucid history of the memory-infused residences that are the embodiment of France’s historical consciousness. Fully, illus., in color. 268 pages. Flammarion. 10x12.2/. Import. Pub. at $85.00

PRICE CUT to $49.95


3571018 POSTCARDS FROM ROUTE 66: The Ultimate Guide to America’s Main Street. By Joe Sanders. Fully, illus., in color. 304 pages. Voyager. 9x6/6/. Pub. at $30.00


2699621 UNFORGETTABLE ISLANDS TO ESCAPE TO BEFORE YOU DIE. By S. Davey & M. Schollm. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

3571518 AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS: Adventures in Sex. By Joe Diamond. Adults only. 213 pages. Skyhorse. Publisher’s price at $19.95

2451078 MOROCCO: A Cultural Journey. By M-P. Rauzier. Photos by C. Teall & others. Fully, illus. in color. 270 pages. Putumayo World Culture. 9x9/4/. Publisher’s price at $29.95

PRICE CUT to $14.95

2757710 IMPRESSIONS OF THE SAHARA. By Jean-Luc Le Quellec. Fully, illus. in color. 192 pages. Flammarion. 11x17.1/. Import. Pub. at $50.00

PRICE CUT to $12.95
**Travel Guides**

**4641248 KYOTO: 29 Walks in Japan's Ancient Capital.** By John H. & Phyllis G. Martin. Presents an easy-to-follow system for making tours through Kyoto's history, its many unique districts, and scenic areas full of charm and character. More than a guidebook, this volume tells the story of Kyoto's unique cultural heritage and its great monuments, as well as the colorful tales, fascinating facts, and larger than life characters that shaped the city. Color photos. 376 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

**5748062 PRAGUE WALKS: On Foot Guides.** By P. Macdonald & C. Parkes. The only Prague guide aimed at walking, and offers over 300 walking routes, covering the whole city. Includes over 500 illustrations, maps, and must-see highlights. Well illustrated in color. 400 pages. National Geographic. 8¼x8½. Paperbound. $26.95

**5717434 EUROPE BY EURAIL 2015, 39TH EDITION.** By Lâvérine Ferguson-Kosinski. Visit historic cities, romantic villages, and scenic hamlets on more than 90 rail trips, including your choice of 28 base cities located in 20 countries. Contains the latest information on fares, schedules, and pass options; personally researched trips to take you throughout Europe; practical tips for economy and travel; and more. 565 pages. Gebo Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95

**570583X BARBECUE Lovers' THE CAROLINAS: Restaurants, Markets, Recipes & Traditions.** By Robert F. Moss. From roadside stands to legendary joints, this guide presents 570636X stories, recipes, and traditions of barbecue in the Carolinas as well as mouth-watering photographs. 462 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. $21.95

**577283X MAKE YOUR TRAVEL DOLLARS WORTH A FORTUNE.** By Tim Letflell. In this unusual guide to getting more for your travel dollars, Leffel passes on a winning set of strategies for cost-effective vacations. His sensible, easy to remember techniques will help you turn your visit into a memorable and enriching experience. Includes local customs and traditions, tips for eating and drinking Spanish style business practices, and communication, spoken and unspoken. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperbound. $9.95

**577750X SPAIN: Culture Smart!** By Stuart Williams. An illuminating and practical guide to Spanish culture and society. It will help you turn your visit into a memorable and enriching experience. Includes local customs and traditions, tips for eating and drinking Spanish style business practices, and communication, spoken and unspoken. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperbound. $9.95

**577228X MIDWEST MARVELS.** By Jamie Jensen. Make the most of the 2,000 miles from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico. Includes mile by mile highlights and detailed driving maps—all in a handy portable format. Fully illustrated. In color. 128 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

**583702X APPALACHIAN TRAIL: Moon Road Trip USA.** By Randy Reynolds. Takes you to 52 fascinating train rides, museums, trolley, dinner trains, and historic depots across the U.S. and Canada. You’ll discover trains that travel over historic national parks and include lots of valuable illustrations and detailed maps, and include one full-color fold-out map of the entire region. 440 pages. Verlag Karl Baedeker. Paperbound. $9.95

**583703X APPALACHIAN TRAIL: Moon Road Trip USA.** By Randy Reynolds. Takes you to 52 fascinating train rides, museums, trolley, dinner trains, and historic depots across the U.S. and Canada. You’ll discover trains that travel over historic national parks and include lots of valuable illustrations and detailed maps, and include one full-color fold-out map of the entire region. 440 pages. Verlag Karl Baedeker. Paperbound. $9.95

**5959109 HIKING THROUGH HISTORY: San Francisco Bay Area.** By Tracy Salcedo. Prolifics forty-one hikes, from easy to difficult, that include lots of valuable illustrations and detailed maps, and provide scenic vistas only seen by rail. Two-hundred sites are described in detail and 320 attractions described in shorter listing. Well illus. in color. 364 pages. Kalmbach. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

**4554647 BAEDERKER AUSTRIA.** By Rosemarie Arnold et al. Discover the wonders of Austria with this well-researched travel companion. It offers over 150 recommendations and tips: superb 3D illustrations; and detailed maps and plans, including one full-color fold-out map of the entire region. Verlag Karl Baedeker. Paperbound. $5.95

**4637429 100 COUNTRIES, 5000 IDEAS: Where to Go, When to Go, What to See, What to Do.** Ed. by Karin Kinney et al. Packed with thousands of exciting travel ideas, this guide is your need to start your travel list and zero in on your next adventure. Includes top destinations from all seven continents, scenic highlights and cultural attractions, expert advice, and much more. Well illus. in color. 400 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $7.95

**575762I NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER PROVENCE & THE COTE D’AZUR, SECOND EDITION.** By Barbara A. Nee. This complete travelers guide to Provence and the Cote d’Azur includes in-depth site descriptions and background information, detailed, full-color maps; mapped walking and driving tours; and complete visitor information, plus hotels, restaurants, and more. 294 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**5660729 HOW TO TRAVEL THE WORLD ON $50 A DAY: Travel Cheaper, Longer, Smarter.** By Matt Kepnes. Nomadic Matt reveals his tips, tricks, and secrets to comfortable budget travel, without giving up the upscale meals and comfy beds. Offering advice ranging from travel hacking to smart banking to finding cheap flights, this updated edition includes chapters on traveling in China, Japan, and India. 254 pages. Perigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $2.95

**5706187 MOON PRAHA & BUDAPEST.** By Stuart Williams. Thirty-one detailed maps and suggestions on how to plan a trip to Prague and Budapest that’s perfect for you, are included in this guide along with can’t miss sights, activities, restaurants, and accommodations. Illus. in color. 409 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

**5766270 ABRAD0 AT HOME: The 600 Best International Travel Experiences in North America.** By Olivia Garnett et al. 296 easy tips. 2nd edi. This volume celebrates the best this region has to offer. Features the history of barbecue in the Carolinas as well as mouth-watering descriptions of the different culinary styles you’ll find. Includes menu offerings from tourist stops, regional restaurants, and local road trips.

**455488X BAEDERKER GREEK ISLANDS.** By Tim Letflell. This illustrated and practical guide to Greek islands with this well-researched travel companion. It offers over 150 recommendations and tips: superb 3D illustrations; and detailed maps and plans, including one full-color fold-out map of the entire region. 426 pages. Verlag Karl Baedeker. Paperbound. $5.95

**5777232 IRAN: CultureSmart!** By Stuart Williams. An illuminating and practical guide to Iranian culture and society that will help you turn your visit into a memorable and enriching experience. Includes local customs and traditions, eating and drinking Iranian style, dos and don’ts, and business practices. Illus. 168 pages. Kuperard. Paperbound. $9.95

**4557986 BOSTON FOOT NOTES, REVISED 2ND EDITION: A Walking Guide to the Fascinating Walking Guides Series of Walks that reveal the evolution of Boston’s character. Uses a combination of history, society, and architecture to tell us what it’s like to live in Boston today, as well as 300 years ago. 242 pages. Countryman Press. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**5738900 UNFORGETTABLE CANADA, THIRD EDITION: 115 Destinations.** By G. Fischer & N. Hudson. Celebrates 115 of Canada’s most incredible resorts, spread across every province and territory. Some present dream excursions to the far reaches of the land, while others are easily accessible from the major cities. Illus. in color. 320 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**5860729 HOW TO TRAVEL THE WORLD ON $50 A DAY: Travel Cheaper, Longer, Smarter.** By Matt Kepnes. Nomadic Matt reveals his tips, tricks, and secrets to comfortable budget travel, without giving up the upscale meals and comfy beds. Offering advice ranging from travel hacking to smart banking to finding cheap flights, this updated edition includes chapters on traveling in China, Japan, and India. 254 pages. Perigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $2.95

**4630718 APPALACHIAN TRAIL: Moon Road Trip USA.** By Jamie Jensen. Make the most of the 2,000 miles from the north woods of Maine through Pennsylvania Dutch Country and all the way to the Gulf of Mexico. Includes mile by mile highlights and detailed driving maps—all in a handy portable format. Fully illustrated. In color, 128 pages. Avalon Travel. 4¼x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**463070X GREAT RIVER ROAD: Moon Road Trip USA.** By Jamie Jensen. Make the most of the 2,000 miles following the Mississippi River from its Minnesota headwaters all the way to the Gulf of Mexico. Includes mile by mile highlights and detailed driving maps—all in a handy portable format. Fully illustrated. In color. 104 pages. Avalon Travel. 4¼x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**52295930 PARIS 3RD EDITION REVISED: Travel with Insider Tips.** By W. Pilster-Blaske & G. Blaske. Experience all that Paris has to offer with this jam-packed pocket guide. Filled with insider tips, traveling with kids, hotels, and entertainment, plus common French phrases, discovery tours, and so much more. Includes a detailed street atlas and pull-out map. 168 pages. Marco Polo. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95
**5750202 FINDING JESUS.** By Winston Rowntree. On each page of this volume, the Son of God is hidden in a crowded scene and the objective for the reader is to locate the illustrated details. Fully illus. in color. Three Rivers. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

**436019X CHESS FOR DUMMIES, 2ND EDITION.** By James Eade, Kings, queens, knights, you might think chess is a royal pain to grasp, but this friendly guide will help you learn your way around the board. Discover how to set up the chessboard, understand the pieces, employ tactics, play online, and more. Illus. 361 pages. Wiley. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $4.95

**457236X DUNGEONS & DRAGONS PLAYER'S HANDBOOK,** 4TH EDITION: Roleplaying Game Core Rules. By Rob Heinsoo et al. This core rulebook provides everything that players need to understand the pieces, employ tactics, play online, and more. SHOPWORN. Well illus. in color. 320 pages. Time Home Entertainment. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**5856847 DOT-TO-DOT CREATE AMAZING IMAGES.** By D. Woodroffe & C. Bell. Discover the benefits of “controlled doodles” with over 190 dot-to-dot images to solve. This assortment of marvels includes animals, fantastical creatures, tribal art, mythological beings, iconic landmarks, and scenes from the natural world. All you need is a sharp pencil and some patience. 208 pages. Chartwell. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3611548 COFFEE TIME: Perk Up with Puzzles, Brain teasers and Trivia.** By P. Morrell & H. Hayne. For coffee lovers, what better way to perk up your day than with this collection of coffee trivia blended with a mix of word puzzles, brainteasers, word searches, acrostics, mazes, quizzes, and cryptograms? Solutions provided. 320 pages. Storey. 4¼x6½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

**5856590 CHESS: 80 Classic Problems.** By L. Barden & E. Broche. A superb new challenge for chess enthusiasts. You have one move and one move only to finish your opponent and win the game. Following in the footsteps of the previous volume, this new volume will challenge your knowledge and technique of the greatest mind game of all. Fully illus. 176 pages. Carton. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**468638X LIFE CHRISTMAS PUZZLE.** By Michael Roseman. Try to spot the differences between Christmas pictures that range from relatively obvious to more difficult! The pictures are divided into five sections labeled Novice, Master, Expert, Genius, and Classics. Solutions included. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Time Home Entertainment. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

**570031I LIFE MADNESS PUZZLE PICTURE.** By Michael Roseman. Can you spot the differences? These picture puzzles will challenge you on four levels: Novice, Master, Expert, and Genius. Solutions provided. 128 pages. LIFE Book. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $3.95

**2763658 LIFE—THE BIG BOOK OF PUZZLE PUZZLE.** By Michael Roseman. Can you spot the differences between the two pictures? In this puzzle book, LIFE's editors have selected hundreds of images that demand complete concentration. Illus. 128 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95 $2.95

**4621122 GREAT CARD GAMES FOR ONE.** By Sheila Anne Barry. Features more than 100 engaging ways to while away the hours, from simple card games to complex alter cations that demand complete concentration. Illus. 128 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

**4613511 THE COMPLETE IDIOT'S GUIDE TO PUZZLE PUZZLES.** Ed. by Billy Fields et al. Gatherers 100 full-color puzzles that you keep you engaged and intrigued. Included dozens of puzzles suitable for all skill levels, with detail-rich problems and challenges to test your powers of perception and solution. Solutions provided. 158 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**458323X OPTICAL ILLUSIONS.** By Paul M. Baars. This comprehensive survey of optical illusions includes an astonishing range of images—some rare and others well-known—from ancient times to the present. It covers nearly every imaginable optical effect, from simple vignettes to complex optical effects, ambiguous figures, camouflage, and more from a range of fields. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

**5852801 THE NEW BOOK OF OPTICAL ILLUSIONS.** By Georg Ruchsemeyer. You won’t believe your eyes with this mind-bending volume, collecting 150 of the most significant optical phenomena ever created. With more than 30,000 dots, including full-color clues, the puzzles feature landmarks like the Great Wall of China, artworks like The Thinker, and innovations like the telephone. Solutions provided. 144 pages. Triumph. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**5842883 CARD TRICKS: The Royal Road to Card Magic.** By J. Hugard & F. Braue. With more than 120 illustrations to accompany trick instructions, this is the quintessential card trick handbook for expert magicians and beginners alike. 292 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4629925 NEW IDEAS IN CHESS.** By Larry Evans. A five-time U.S. champion discusses the most important concepts that comprise a winning game. Space (mobility, the center, controlling unoccupied squares); stability; time (development, gambits, pins, tactics); form (opening, middle-game); and power structure (passed, connected, isolated, and backward pawns). 196 diagrams. 224 pages. Dragon. Paperbound. $6.95

**5817684 WONDERS OF THE DOT-TO-DOT.** By Jeff Miller. Can you finish the dot-to-dot challenge of a lifetime with 104 puzzles, each featuring mankind’s greatest masterpieces. With more than 30,000 dots, including full-color clues, the puzzles feature landmarks like the Great Wall of China, artworks like The Thinker, and innovations like the telephone. Solutions provided. Chartwell. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**4651550 UNCLE JOHN’S BATHROOM PUZZLER 365 NEW LOGIC PUZZLES.** Uncle John invites you to test your mettle with this all-new collection of logic puzzles. You’ll solve cryptograms, word ladders, brain teasers, and more. Do one puzzle a day, or do all 365 at your leisure. Either way, your brain will thank you. Solutions provided. 282 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

**5710685 THE ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO BLACKJACK.** By Dennis Purdy. Shows you the right move to make in every possible black jack situation and tells you the situations and solutions that test and hone your skills to the max. Reveals the best plays for each hand and shows you how they work with clear diagrams. Perfect for the month-end or a unique flashcard format. Fully illus. 342 pages. Lyle Stuart. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

**5831172 ART MASTERPIECES DOT-TO-DOT.** These 30 complex puzzles prove that dot-to-dots aren’t just for kids! Each page features works of art by Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Gauguin, Degas, and many others. Double the fun by coloring the pictures. Answers included. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

**5813675 CREATIVE CONNECTIONS: The Ultimate Connect-the-Dots Puzzle Book.** Packed with challenging collection of more than 100 perplexing puzzles. Each contains hundreds of dots, ensuring hours of engaging activity and a challenge to figure out which dots make up each of 150 beautiful works of art by Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Gauguin, Degas, and many others. Double the fun by coloring the pictures. Answers included. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

**5744806 PARLOUR GAMES: Indoor Fun for the Whole Family!** By Kate Hewett. Details over 65 beloved and lesser-known family games that range from board games to party games to entertaining visiting grandchildren, and getting everyone’s imagination going. Classics like Charades and Duck, Duck, Goose are joined by new favorites like KangaRoo Racing and Fish Flap. 128 pages. Collins & Brown. Import. Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

**5774606 1912: CHESS.** Original 1913 Edition. By H.J.R. Murray. This comprehensive guide to the origins of chess shattered preconceptions about the game in its time, and today remains an essential text for chess players. This is the evolution of the game from its Asiatic origins, through the role chess played in medieval Europe, to its popularity as a competitive sport today. 900 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $10.95
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**58794374** INCREDIBLE DOT-TO-DOT. Packed with more than 120 intriguing pictures for you to find the dots in, this puzzle provides a mental paradise containing more than 300 challenging, informative and entertaining puzzles drawn from both the Old and New Testaments. 303 pages. Konecky. $6.95

**585507** TEST YOUR BIBLE INTELLIGENCE. By Emily Filipi. You don’t have to be a biblical scholar or cite chapter and verse to enjoy this series of guides about chess openings, the authors give a series of lessons to help you gain an understanding of the opening and the middlegames to which it leads, enabling you to find the right moves and plans in your own games. Studied here is one of White’s most popular and poisonous ways of 500 pages. Gambit. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**5829429** 417 MORE GAMES, PUZZLES, & TRIVIA CHALLENGES SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO KEEP YOUR BRAIN YOUNG. By Nancy Linde. Offers a collection of puzzles, trivia challenges, brainteasers, and word games that are not only great fun to do but specifically designed to give your brain the kind of workout that stimulates neurogenesis, the process that allows the brain to grow new cells. Illus. 417 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

**363503** 399 GAMES, PUZZLES & TRIVIA CHALLENGES SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO KEEP YOUR BRAIN YOUNG. By V. Eingorn and V. Bogdanov. In this series of guides about chess openings, the authors give a series of lessons to help you gain an understanding of the opening and the middlegames to which it leads, enabling you to find the right moves and plans in your own games. Studied here is the Classical Sicilian, one of the most popular and respected systems of the Sicilian used frequently. Fully illus. 112 pages. Gambit. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95. **$9.95**

**5875013** THE C3 SICILIAN: Chess Explained. By Sam Collins. In this series of guides about chess openings, the author gives a series of lessons to help you gain an understanding of the opening and the middlegames to which it leads, enabling you to find the right moves and plans in your own games. Studied here is one of White’s most popular and poisonous ways of 112 pages. Fully illus. 112 pages. Gambit. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95. **$6.95**

**586299X** BRAIN AEROBICS MIND-BENDING PUZZLES. By Terry Sticks. You’ll need to be good at a variety of conundrums to solve these brainteasers, logic puzzles, word games, lateral thinking puzzles, riddles, and more. Your pulse will be racing as your try to come up with all the answers! Solutions provided. 127 pages. Puzzleswright. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95. **$5.95**

**5856063** LOVE AND PEACE DOT-TO-DOT. Set down with a nice sharp pencil or pen and soothe your mind with over 120 images to discover games. Fully illus. 128 pages. Artcurtis. 8¼ x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95. **$9.95**


**589737X** TOMORROW’S WAR: Science Fiction Wargaming Rules. By Shawn Carpenter et al. This tabletop role-playing game offers a science fiction wargaming challenge for the most skilled puzzle detectives. Includes solutions. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Carlton. Import. Pub. at $19.95. **$11.95**

**5838789** SHERLOCK HOLMES’ FIENDISH PUZZLES. By John Watson. Work through the world’s greatest fictional detective and use your own powers of deduction to solve these puzzles. Twenty-one fiendishly difficult puzzles in these pages will test even the most skilled puzzle detectives. Includes solutions. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Carlton. Import. Pub. at $12.95. **$7.95**

**587321X** POSEIDON’S WARRIORS—CLASSICAL NAVAL WARGAMES 14. By John Lambsead. Offers everything wargames players need to bring to the tabletop the battles and campaigns of the first great age of naval warfare. Includes all the details about the period, rules for famous admirals, scenarios, a campaign system and a brief historical summary for those who wish to refresh their knowledge of the era. Well illus. 276 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. **$13.95**

**3623610** ONE-MINUTE PUZZLES. Offers a variety of popular puzzle types, infusing gripping challenge with ceaseless entertainment. Don’t be daunted by the one-minute target! The creators believe that a puzzle can soon be within touching distance of that tantalizing target time. Includes solutions. 256 pages. Chartwell. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **$7.95**

**3628608** TEACH YOURSELF PLAY AND WIN TEXAS HOLD’EM. By Belinda Levy. Featuring killer insights from an experienced professional, this book will teach you how to get the best of the rules from the odds, with all you need to get started. It has extensive coverage of playing online, with strategies for success and step by step guides to betting for fun or cash. 193 pages. McCraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. **$12.95**

**271681X** MENTAL FLOSS SPLIT DECISION: Trivia So Tempting, You Won’t Want to Say No! Decisions are fast-paced, funny trivia games that pair up two seemingly unrelated topics with surprisingly similar qualities. It’s up to you to figure out which category each question falls into. Challenge sheets! Answers provided. 128 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. **$5.95**

**5863120** A GAME OF THRONES PUZZLE BOOK. By Tim Dedopulos. You’ll face jousting, betrothals, battle and betrayal as you uncover fascinating clues hidden within the pages of this book. The broad scope of what it has to offer as well as detailed explanations of how to get involved, including comprehensive rules for gladiator combat, Wild West skirmishes, and the horse and muscle era, as well as lots of advice for anyone new to wargaming. Illus. in color. 520 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback Import. Pub. at $34.95. **$24.95**

**2752344** TUTANKHAMUN’S BOOK OF PUZZLES: Riddles & Enigmas Inspired by the Great Pharaoh. By Tim Dedopulos. Journey back across the millennia to the era of Pharaohs, pyramids, and treasure and uncover the outstanding collection of riddles and enigmas. Utilizing images, mathematics, patterns, and more, these great mysteries will have you engaged for hours. Solutions provided. 255 pages. Carlton. Import. Pub. at $24.95. **$14.95**
**PUZZLES & GAMES**

- **5862779** THE PUZZLE FILES OF LARRY LOGIC, By Dan Katz. Brings you 100 new logic puzzles. To break open each case, you’ll need to sort out the facts of five separate incidents, and once you have those five solutions, you should be able to use them to put the last part of the case to bed. The answers to all ten cases will help you solve one final mystery. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewart. 8¼x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

- **5853168** WILD CARDS. By Philip Reed. Reed takes a humorous look at casino charters. Even as he begins to sink into the gambling world himself, and gives you a look at one man’s journey to winning thousands of dollars a day—and losing it just as quickly. 239 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

- **5851019** THE TAIMANOV SICILIAN: Fully Invested. By James Rizzitano. In this series of guides about chess openings, the author gives a series of lessons to help you gain an understanding of the opening and the middlegame to which it leads, enabling you to find the right moves and plans in your own games. Studied here is the Taimanov Sicilian, one of the most flexible options for Black in the Open Sicilian. Fully illus. 112 pages. Gambit. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

- **5850999** THE QUEEN’S GAMBIT DECLINED: Chess Explained. By James Rizzitano. In this series of guides about chess openings, the author gives a series of lessons to help you gain an understanding of the opening and the middlegame to which it leads, enabling you to find the right moves and plans in your own games. Studied here is the Queen’s Gambit Declined, one of the most important and popular of chess openings. Fully illus. 128 pages. Gambit. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $19.95

- **5850809** THE NIMZO-INDIAN: Chess Explained. By Reinaldo Vera. In this series of guides about chess openings, the author gives a series of lessons to help you gain an understanding of the opening and the middlegame to which it leads, enabling you to find the right moves and plans in your own games. Studied here is the Nimzo-Indian, one of the most important of all chess openings, and popular at all levels of play. Fully illus. 112 pages. Gambit. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $19.95

- **5850604** THE MERAN SEMI-SLAV: Chess Explained. By Reinaldo Vera. In this series of guides about chess openings, the author gives a series of lessons to help you gain an understanding of the opening and the middlegame to which it leads, enabling you to find the right moves and plans in your own games. Studied here is the Meran Semi-Slav, one of Black’s most aggressive responses when White opens with the queen’s pawn. Fully illus. 12 pages. Gambit. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $19.95

- **5850481** BRAIN AEROBICS MINDTEASERS. By J.J. Looking at what you can do against great puzzlers of the past. Can you crack Einstein’s puzzle? Are you willing to try? Illus. in color. 224 pages. Parragon. Import. $7.95

- **5849707** BOLT ACTION, 2ND EDITION: World War II Wargames Rules. Provides all the rules needed to bring the great battles of WWII to your tabletop, from the shattered towns of occupied France, the barren deserts of North Africa, and the beaches of the Pacific. Force selection is hugely versatile, allowing you to build the kind of army that most appeals to your style of play. Fully illus. in color. 228 pages. S.G. $10.95

- **5848580** PERPLEXING PUZZLES, CRYPTIC CHALLENGES, REMARKABLE RIDDLES: Navigate a Labyrinth of 300 Puzzles & Riddles. By Bob Colson. This collection of puzzles includes limitless favorites, new twists on old themes and brand new brain-teasers to add to your list of puzzles against great puzzlers of the past. Can you crack Einstein’s riddle? Are you willing to try? Illus. in color. 224 pages. Parragon. Import. $7.95

- **5875056** THE MAIN-LINE SLAV: Chess Explained. By David Vigorito. It is notoriously difficult for White to prove any advantage and, as the author shows, the lack of symmetry in the position provides scope for creative players to obtain winning chances with either color. Join Vigorito as he explores the dynamics of this plan and robust opening. Well illus. 112 pages. Gambit. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

- **5836007** BRAIN AEROBICS MINDEASERS. By J.J. Mendoza Fernandez. You’ll have to think fast to answer a variety of fiendishly challenging timed quizzes that will test your trivia, as well as your knowledge of puzzles. You’ll also try to solve some mind-bending puzzles. Ready, set, go! Solutions provided. 94 pages. Puzzlewart. Paperbound. $5.95

- **5802833** THINKING PUZZLES. By Rob Colson. This collection of puzzles includes limitless favorites, new twists on old themes and brand new brain-teasers to add to your list of puzzles against great puzzlers of the past. Can you crack Einstein’s riddle? Are you willing to try? Illus. in color. 224 pages. Parragon. Import. $7.95

- **5875132** THE BOOK OF PUZZLES AND ENIGMAS. By F. Mazza & S. Luhllier. Within the pages of this beautiful volume you will encounter a variety of fascinating brain teasers. There are alphabets, puzzles, riddles, logical problems, brain teasers, lateral thinking puzzles, and many more. Solutions and explanations included. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

- **1870947** PSY-Q: Test Yourself with More Than 80 Quizzes, Puzzles and Experiments for Everyday Life. By Ben Ambridge. A renowned psychology professor turns fascinating and often surprising psychological research into quizzes, jokes, and thoughtful questions that will enable you to discover something about yourself and your family. 344 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

- **587673P** PATHFINDER ROLEPLAYING GAME CORE RULEBOOK. Ed. by Christopher Carey et al. Experience Pathfinder, the game that puts you in the role of a brave adventurer fighting to survive in a world beset by magic and evil. This comprehensive rule book provides everything you need to embark on your adventure, including all the rules for players and Game Masters; complete rules for various player races; exciting new options for character classes, and much more. Illus. in color. 576 pages. Paizo. $49.95 $39.95

- **5787286** BROKEN LEGIONS—FANTASY SKIRMISH WARGAMES IN THE ROMAN EMPIRE: Osprey Wargames 15. By Mark Latham. Presents role-players with a set of fantasy skirmish rules for a war unknown in history, fought in the shadows of the Roman Empire. Various factions recruit small warbands to fight in right, scenario-driven battles. The mythical Emperor needs your power to defend—or crush—Rome. Illus. in color. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95

- **4642287** THE COMPLETE CHESS COURSE, 21ST CENTURY EDITION: From Beginning to Winning. By Fred Reinfeld. Filled with advice on how to play better chess regardless of how strong or weak a player you may be. Beginning with the rules, board, and notations, this book goes on to explain, review and analyze the basic moves of the pieces and pawns this guide continues with fantastic examples from the very best players. Fully illus. 288 pages. Russell Enterprises. 7x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95
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5894578 LAND OF THE FREE: Wargames Rules for North America 1748-1815. By John Knebel. The great battles of late-18th and early-19th century North America are reignited in this dynamic miniature wargame. Includes rules for both small skirmishes and large engagements, with scenarios and force lists for the French and Indian War, the Northwest Indian War, and the War of 1812. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $34.95. **SOLD OUT**

5806121 BOLT ACTION, SECOND EDITION. By Warwick Kinrade. Provides players with all the information they need to command Germany's military might in the miniature wargaming arena. Bolt Action selectors allow players to build armies for many of Germany's most important campaigns. Well illus. in color. 108 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.95. **SOLD OUT**

5888578 MR. BUD'S POT SMOKING GAMES. By Karen Chu et al. A collection of tricky, perplexing and quirky quizzies based on the game of checkers! This recognizably unique game of checkers! This recognizable green and yellow set includes 24 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **SOLD OUT**

5886803 THE CIVILIZED GUIDE TO TOP-OF-THE-LINE GAMING: Rules Every Serious Gamer Must Live By. By Tari Litorco. Whether you're new to the world of tabletop gaming or a veteran gamer, this is your go-to-game-night etiquette guide. Packed with little inside questions, this book covers everything from sharing crib sheets and dice to avoiding drama and poor sportsmanship, to behaving respectfully and maintaining hygiene. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **SOLD OUT**

3661156 ACROSS A DEADLY FIELD: Regimenal Rules for Civil War Battles. By John Hill. This regimental-level wargame allows players to recreate this tumultuous period of warfare on the tabletop. Its versatile rules are applicable to re-fight battles from the early skirmishes of Bull's Bluff and Big Bethel to the grand, set-piece battles such as Gettysburg, Illus. in color. 144 pages. Osprey. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

589139X ACROSS A DEADLY FIELD: The War in the East. By John Hill. A supplement for Across a Deadly Field, this guide gives wargame players the resources to create battles, great and small, of the Eastern Theater of the Civil War. Includes an optional scenario for the first day of Gettysburg. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $34.95. **SOLD OUT**

360209X TRICKY MINDTRAP PUZZLES: Challenge the way you Think & See! By Nancy Manter. Test your mind, using a variety of puzzles, from brainteasers to optical illusions. Solutions provided. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperbound. **$9.95**


3650035 BRAIN AEROBICS STOPWATCH PUZZLES. By Fraser Simpson. You'll need to think fast to answer a variety of friendly-challenging timed quizzes that will test your skill and knowledge, and improve your ability to follow directions, and more. Ready, set, go! Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperbound. **$5.95**

3662925 TRICKY MINIATURE PUZZLES: Challenge the way You Think & See! By Nancy Manter. Test your mind, using a variety of puzzles, from brainteasers to optical illusions. Solutions provided. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperbound. **$5.95**


360292X LIF THE VERY BEST EVER VALUE PIECE. By David Woodroffe. 128 pages. Life Books. **SOLD OUT**


2729903 BRAIN GAMES EASY PICTURE PUZZLES: Exercise Your Brain. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Pl. Slipibrand. **SOLD OUT**

5817633 NATURAL WONDERS DOT-TO-DOT. By James Brisson. 128 pages. Chartwell. **SOLD OUT**


5775566 DUNGEONS & DRAGONS DUNGEON MASTER’S GUIDE 2: Roleplaying Game Core Rules. By James Wyatt et al. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Wizards of the Coast. $34.95. **SOLD OUT**

3697441 GRAND PRIX PLAY & WIN!: Card, board, and trick sheet. MasterPieces. Pub. at $15.95. **SOLD OUT**

Game 586287X MASHERO! Hilarious game that keeps everyone smiling. The first player to match their shape and face chips to the correct player cards, will receive the unexpected! Contains: 24 cards, 2 dice, 27 shape pieces, and 18 face pieces. For 2 or more players, ages 5 & up. WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD -- SMALL PARTS. NOT FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3. **SOLD OUT**

Game 5866701 CONQUIAN: The Traditional South American Card Game. Conquian is the earliest known competitive card game in the western world, dating from the 17th-century. Discover this fast-paced 2- to 4 player classic with this solution-filled, easy to learn and play game! Illus. 88 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. **SOLD OUT**

Game 5858261 DOUBLE TAKES. Chaos, laughter & a whole lotta fun is what you get in this game when 2 people must act out together! Includes: A 3-D dart board, 2 pairs of darts, 1 revilo board, 100 chips, 18 voting dials, and EZ-play rules. For 3 to 8 players, ages 13 & up. R&R Games. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

Game 4582896 PRESSURE POINT. You're given a category and must blurt out answers that fit the category and under 10 seconds! Everyone else wagers on how many you can spot out. Beat the clock to win pressure points. Contents: 176 category cards, 100% response point press card holder, score pad and rules. For 3 to 6 players, ages 12 & up. R&R Games. Pub. at $10.95. **SOLD OUT**

Game 4551354 DC COMICS SUPER-VILLAINS Poker SET. The first version to allow for the DC heroes’ batcake, this fully-loaded poker set comes complete with 300 poker chips in four colors, an exclusive deck of cards embossed with favorite supervillains from DC Comics: live-jet-black dice; a beautifully detailed “Oriental Dum Metutant” Dealer Button; and a sleek, high-quality carrying case with lock and key. DC Comics. **SOLD OUT**

Game 4582649 3D X-TREME DART BOARD. Take aim in 3-D with this dart board game where the targets appear to float in mid-air! Includes: A 3-D dart board, 2 pairs 3-DX treme glasses, 6 suction cup darts, and directions for play. For 1 or more players. Ages 5 & up. Play Visions. **SOLD OUT**


Game 4362990 TINSOUT LOGIC PUZZLES. By Fogg Brune. 80 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95. **SOLD OUT**


Game 4362990 TINSOUT LOGIC PUZZLES. By Fogg Brune. 80 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95. **SOLD OUT**
Crosswords & Word Games


5867202 BLACK BELT WORD SEARCH PUZZLES: 80 Puzzles. By Sarah A. Donaldson. Become a word search master with these 80 challenging puzzles, featuring diabolical twists like missing or modified word lists and grids with missing vowels or letters that extend over that exterior. Includes solutions. 192 pages. Puzzleswright. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

5862787 SCRABBLE WORD SEARCH PUZZLES. By Patrick Blindauer. Each puzzle in these pages is filled with hidden SCRABBLE words. Searching for these words is a fun way to expand your SCRABBLE vocabulary. Includes solutions.216 pages. Puzzleswright. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

5862886 BLACK BELT WORD SEARCH PUZZLES: 80 Puzzles. By Patrick Blindauer. Test your brain whenever you go with these 80 word searches, featuring basic grids and tricky word lists. A step up from the White Belt volume, these puzzles offer a moderate challenge that won't break your brain. Includes solutions. 192 pages. Puzzleswright. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $6.99

5861846 ABSOLUTELY NASTY WORD SEARCH, LEVEL THREE. By Patrick Blindauer. These brain-baffling puzzles should be attempted only by the best and the brightest word search solvers. This Level Three collection contains more than 500,000 solutions, this volume is the indispensable companion for all world searchers. Includes solutions. 958 pages. Chambers. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

5896053 WORDSEARCH. Occur your mind. This pint-size collection of 100 easy to hard puzzles is just right for solving! When you get to the end, flip the grid itself. Whether taking a coffee break or a long walk, you can use this collection of brain teasers, each featuring very basic grids and word lists. The easiest of these, the White Belt perfect is for building your confidence and getting ready for the next challenge. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzleswright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

5896045 CROSSWORDS. While away the time anywhere with this pleasantly portable collection of crossword puzzles. Solutions included. Arcturus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $7.95

5887445 THE CHAMBERS CROSSWORD DICTIONARY, 4TH EDITION. By Derek Arthur et al. Comprehensive, reliable, easy-to-use and containing more than 500,000 solutions, this edition is the indispensable companion for all crossword lovers. This edition includes a wealth of recent synonyms, together with new topic lists to help you solve a multitude of general knowledge puzzles. 959 pages. Chambers. Paperback Import. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

5790972 THE CROSSWORD CENTURY. By Alan Conway. The definitive history of America's favorite puzzling pastime, chronicling every significant event and personality in the way. Conway profiles the colorful characters who make up the crossword subculture, and explores the fascinating science that makes these puzzles so addictive. 191 pages. Gotham. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

5862892 MENTAL FLOSS SUDOKU: It's The Brain Candy You've Been Craving! By Frank Longo. This new edition of the addictive Sudoku puzzles is a delicious challenge for knowledge junkies of all ages. The difficulty level increases as you work your way through the book, 264 puzzles with solutions. 160 pages. Puzzleswright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

5862790 POP CULTURE WORD SEARCH PUZZLES. By Trip Payne. Do you know your superheroes? Have you a vast vocabulary of acronyms to use in online chat rooms or wish you could snack on fictional foods? Then these then these themed word search puzzles are perfect for you. Themes include “Vamping It Up,” “Muzak Acts,” and “Spelling It Out.” Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzleswright. 8x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95

5860237 THE NEW YORK TIMES PRESENTS THE RIGHT WAY TO DO A CROSSWORD PUZZLE. Ed. by Will Shortz. Offers up 100 puzzles for left-handed solvers: every crossword is identified on the hand side for easy solving! When you get to the end, flip the book over and solve more lefty-friendly puzzles. Solutions provided. 100 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95


5758865 THE NEW YORK TIMES EASY CROSSWORD PUZZLES OMNIBUS, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Will Shortz. Celebrate the season with this 150-page collection of 150 easy crosswords. Included are solutions. 150 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

584424X THE NEW YORK TIMES KEEP MERRY AND CROSSWORD ON. Ed. by Will Shortz. Celebrate the season with this 150-page collection of 150 easy crosswords. Included are solutions. 150 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

5872477 THE NEW YORK TIMES SATISFYING SATURDAY CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Enjoy this collection of 75 of the greatest Sunday puzzles, conveniently sized so that you can bring this treasured weekend tradition with you wherever you go. Solutions provided. 75 pages. St. Martin's. 6x9/4. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

5582261 ABSOLUTELY NASTY CROSSWORD. By Frank Longo. These puzzles feature a time-saving yet challenging selection that are fun to do and fun in the grid itself. Whether taking a coffee break or a long walk, you can use these puzzles to keep your mind sharp. Solutions included. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

5441055 SMART SUN DAY CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Put your pen on the grid itself. Whether taking a coffee break or a long walk, you can use these puzzles to keep your mind sharp. Solutions included. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95


4628845 THE NEW YORK TIMES WALK IN THE PARK CROSSWORDS Ed. by Will Shortz. Put your pen on the grid itself. Whether taking a coffee break or a long walk, you can use these puzzles to keep your mind sharp. Solutions included. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4623886 THE NEW YORK TIMES CUP OF TEA AND CROSSED ARMS CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Put your pen on the grid itself. Whether taking a coffee break or a long walk, you can use these puzzles to keep your mind sharp. Solutions included. Arcturus. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95


5753555 THE NEW YORK TIMES EASY CROSSWORD PUZZLES OMNIBUS, VOLUME 10. Ed. by Will Shortz. Offers up 200 stocking-filler puzzles that range from easy to hard, all featuring the fresh, fun wordplay you've come to expect from The New York Times. Solutions provided. 200 pages. St. Martin's. 6x9/4. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95
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**3681068 Easygoing Large Print Crosswords**
Ed. by Peter Gordon. Solving crossword puzzles should challenge your mind, not your eyes. These 125 entertaining Tuesday-level puzzles feature interesting clues filled with fun trivia and word play, all clearly visible in large print. Solutions provided. 288 pages.
Spiralbound. Published at $12.95.

**5862580 Jumbo Print Easy Crosswords #3**
By Thomas Nelson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Features large print, fun to solve puzzles. These crosswords will challenge you in the most delightful way, testing your wits on a variety of fun subjects without vexing your vision. Solutions provided. 288 pages. Puzzlewright. 8½x10.
Spiralbound. Published at $12.95.

**5862574 Jumbo Print Easy Crosswords #2**
By Matt Gaffney. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Features large print, fun to solve puzzles. These crosswords will challenge you in the most delightful way, testing your wits on a variety of fun subjects without vexing your vision. Solutions provided. 288 pages. Puzzlewright. 8½x10.
Spiralbound. Published at $12.95.

**5862884 Mental Floss Crunchy Crosswords**
By Matt Gaffney. These delicious mind-bending crosswords feature clever themes and witty clues. Every fully solved crossword contains a “meta-puzzle” with a secret twist. The use of category words in the solution. It’s up to you to find the hints and determine where the answer is. Solutions provided. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8½x10.
Spiralbound. Published at $8.95.

**3622495 The Official Scrabble Player's Dictionary, Fourth Edition**
Now more than 100,000 two-page entries, including more than 4,000 new entries that are acceptable under the rules. Main entries include a brief definition, a part of speech label, and an inflected form for fast, easy entries. Includes a pull-out poster. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Published at $14.99.

**458296X Breaking Stephan: A Peanuts Before Swine Treasury**
By Stephan Pastis. A fantastic collection celebrating the early years of Stephan’s groundbreaking comic strip, Peanuts Before Swine. Stephan’snineties began in the late eighties, when Larry allows a killer dolphin into his house. Zebra goes on a bad vacation, Guard Duck gets a job giving etiquette advice on the telephone, and a pokey pig and its farm friends embark on a cross-country adventure. Fully illus. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Published at $14.99.

**5769334 Pearls Get Sacrificed: A Peanuts Before Swine Treasury**
By Stephan Pastis. The series you know and love delivers yet another collection of Pearls, from Larry’s first color strips and his first black and white Sunday color strips. Once again, Rat, Pig, Goat, and Zebra give us their hilariously cautious and endlessly irreverent commentary on everything from politics to pop culture. Fully illus. many color. 248 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Published at $18.99.

**5891140 Pink Panther, Volume 1**
By S.L. Galliant et al. Packed with all-new Pink Panther stories, in which the mischievous feline confounds The Inspector and The Goon, drops a spanner in the works of a cat burglar, and plays a vital role in Pink Panther #1:3, Trick or Pink Halloween Special; and the Pink Panther Free Comic Book Day issue. Fully illus. in color. American Mythology. Paperback. Published at $7.95.

**4613499 Everyday Mutts: A Comic Strip Treasury**
By Patrick McDonnell. This “Mutts” collection contains a year’s worth of comic strips, both daily and Sunday. Also included are “New Mutts”-inspired reader Submit-a-Strip contest, a collection of Mutts strips. Featuring many of the series’ most popular characters. Fully illus., including some in color. 132 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Published at $16.99.

**3681133 Our Little Kat King: A Mutts Treasury**

**4626613 Musty Christmas**
By Patrick McDonnell. Celebrate the holiday with two of the most beloved characters in the pantheon of Sunday comics. Moose the cat and Earl the dog star in this charming, fully illustrated Christmas tale, unfolding image by image in one extended, populated comic strip. 80 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Published at $9.99.

**5892242 It’s A STUPID GAME: It’ll Never Amount to Anything**
By Joseph Farris. It’s been said that real golfers don’t cry. That may or may not be true but Farris’s cartoons are sure to make any golfer laugh. Fully illus. in color. Skyhorse. Trade. 320 pages. Published at $14.95.

**1874144 Frederick Burr Opper’s Happy Hooligan: Forever Nuts Classic Screwball Strips**

**3843387 SCRAbble PUZZLES, VOLUME 1**

**1895962 POCKET PUZZLEWORDS SEARCH**
By Thomas Nelson. Paperback Import. Published at $5.95.

**3844135 Pocket Crossword Puzzles #2**
Arcturus. Paperback. Published at $5.95.

**3612961 Uncle John’s Bathroom Puzzle BLOX**

**Game**

**368671X CROSSWORD COMPANION**
Rex Parker System. Hardcover. Published at $19.95.

**7874449 Word: 144 Crossword Puzzles That Prove It’s Hip to Be Square**

**2718572 THE GRID REAPER: 50 Puzzles to Die For**
By David J. Kahn. 64 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. Published at $6.95.

**1895952 Bible Brain Builders, Volume 4**

**2737167 The 21st Century Crossword Dictionary, 3rd Edition**

**3845479 Word Puzzles: House of Puzzles**
224 pages. Paperback. Published at $7.95.

**1902180 Tedtalks Across, TMZ Down: Pop Culture Crosswords**

**3567664 Shades of Play**

**2766016 Word Inc.: Match Patches from the Games, Grammar, and Geek Underground**

**Cartoons & Comic Strips**

**4680188 How To Tell If Your Cat Is Planning To Kill You**
By Matthew Inman. It’s been said that real golfers don’t cry. That may or may not be true but Farris’s cartoons are sure to make any golfer laugh. Fully illus. in color. Skyhorse. Trade. 320 pages. Published at $14.95.

**5648208 WUMO: Something is Wrong**
By M. Wulf & A. Morgenthaler. Thanks to its delightful artwork and inherent humor, WUMO has grown from an underground sensation to one of today’s most popular comics. Fully illus. in color. 146 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Published at $14.99.

**5719836 Spy vs Spy: Fight to the Finish**
By Peter Kuper. The glibetious violence and roundabout schemes of Spy vs Spy have given the series its most popular strips. A casual carousel of twists and turns, this volume offers up a huge selection of the Black Spy and White Spy’s most devious and dangerous exploits. Fully illus. in color. MAD Books. Paperback. Published at $9.95.

**3648001 Great Sex After 50!**
And Other Outlandish Lies About Getting Older. By John McPherson. More than one third of the world’s population is officially over the hill, while the sex of a typical adult is approaching the summit. This collection pulls through McPherson’s Close to Home cartoons to present more than 100 age-specific comic strips, not to mention 80 pages. Andrews McMeel. 5½x8½. Paperback. Published at $7.95.

**5889126 WUMO: Something Is Wrong**
By M. Wulf & A. Morgenthaler. Thanks to its delightful artwork and inherent humor, WUMO has grown from an underground sensation to one of today’s most popular comics. Fully illus. in color. 146 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Published at $14.99.

**6348206 Suddenly Silver: Celebrating 25 Years of For Better or for Worse**
By Lynn Johnston. Join the celebration as the world’s longest running and most popular comic strip marks its silver anniversary on the world’s cartoon pages with this collection of strips and essays. Fully illus., some in color. 295 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x11. Paperback. Published at $14.95.
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Barli. This is the only comprehensive collection celebrating the 5¼x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

Bob Montana et al. Filled with warmth and laughter, this Christmas compendium collects the most fun, humorous and heartwarming holiday tales from the past seven decades. Laugh and be happy. But most of all, we need cartoon books. You need this cartoon book. Fully illus., some in color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $17.99

Barnaby, Volume Two. By Crockett Johnson. The long-lost comic strip masterpiece by Johnson, legendary creator of Harold and the Purple Crayon, is collected here in its entirety. Barnaby’s deft balance of whimsical fantasy, timeless humor, and elegant cartooning will delight readers of all ages. Fully illus. 375 pages. Fantagraphics. 10¼x16¼. Pub. at $9.95

I TOLD YOU SO. By Shannon Wheeler. The head-first into the mind of cutting-edge humorist Shannon Wheeler with this batch of biting cartoons, swept up from The New Yorker’s cutting room floor and collected for one hilariously-packed volume. 116 pages. BOOM! Studios. Pub. at $17.99

PAPERBACK. Pub. at $12.99

Green Eggs and Ham. By Tony Millionaire. One of the most popular weekly comic strips in America, this strip has runs in over a dozen of the largest U.S. weekly newspapers. This eighth collection brings together two years of Millionaire’s breathtakingly detailed, delightfully twisted and absurdly hilarious strips, harkening back to the glory days of American cartooning. Fully illus. 120 pages. Fantagraphics. 12¼x14¼. Pub. at $19.99


The Amazing Strip, Volume 1, 1977-1979: The Ultimate Newspaper Comic Strips Collection. By Stan Lee & J. Romita. Rediscover the web-slinger's greatest early adventures with this collection of more than 600 consecutive comic strips. Presented in their original black-and-white and color formats, these classic strips combine runs in over a dozen of the most recognizable foes: Dr. Doom, Kraven, Doctor Octopus, The Kingpin, Mysterio and many more! 333 pages. IDW Publishing. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $49.99

Garfield, Volume 8. By Jim Davis. Join Garfield, Odie, and Jon in some wacky antics in this collection of Garfield strip compilations. Presented in their original black-and-white and color formats, these classic strips combine runs in over a dozen of the most recognizable foes: Dr. Doom, Kraven, Doctor Octopus, The Kingpin, Mysterio and many more! 333 pages. IDW Publishing. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $49.99

Garfield Fat Cat 3-Pack, Vol. 10. By Jim Davis. Classics! Relive Garfield’s garfield comic strip compilations in a new, full-color format. See all your favorite Oddie-kicking, lasagna-scaring, Morning Show programs and more! Fat Cat, Tons of Fun and Bigger and Better—now in color! Fully illus. in color. 226 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $17.00

Garfield Thinks Big. By Jim Davis. Garfield is a true Aristotle of feline philosophy. How many plates of lasagna can a cat eat in a wild porridge chase to retrieve the lost combination of Uncle Scrooge’s safe—or Scrooge will be left penniless! Next, a sinister plot of Sinestro, Donald and the boys, whisking them away to uncover a lost city in the desert, plus many other stories. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $29.99
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**Absurdities & the Bizarre**

**5749379 LAST LAUGHS: Funny Tombstone Quotes and Famous Last Words.** By Kathleen E. Miller. This lively collection finds deadpan humor in memorials famous and anonymous, and true and good to be true. Some verses are funny on purpose, others quite by accident. Some are poignant, some are humorous, and some are remembrances of a lifetime, reassembled by the author who is, at last count, 86. Workman. Paperback. $18.95 352 pages. Sterling. Paperback. $4.95

**2685035 MY BLIND DATE WENT BLIND! True Stories of Dates Gone Wrong.** By Virginia Vlitchum. Here is a collection of comic, creepy, creepy, and funny stories from those blind dates that the driver who drives up with an ex-wife in the 2685035 pages. Sterling. Paperback. $8.95 352 pages. Sterling. Paperback. $4.95

**7580802 CRAP GRAFFITI.** By A. Ehril & R. Frazier. Explore the strange world of anonymous anarchists, toilet wall Tourette’s and the mysterious rants of unidentified lunatics. The graffiti in these pages isn’t big or clever. It’s just there to make you roar with laughter. Fully illus. in color. Ebury. Import. Paperback. $13.95 352 pages. Sterling. Paperback. $4.95

**4828535 WHOUGLES: Can a Dog Make a Woman Pregnant?** By K. Americh & T. Hottentoth. This outrageous collection of 100 real Google search terms reveals the bizarre, ill-informed, or simply sick nature of everyday people. Each search is accompanied by hilarious commentary and insights. 191 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. $10.95 352 pages. Sterling. Paperback. $4.95

**4538331 DOGFIGHT AT THE PENTAGON: Stories of How the CIA, the F-Bombers, and Other Lunacy from The Wall Street Journal’s A-Hed Column.** Ed. by Barry Newman. One of The Wall Street Journal’s most popular features for more than 70 years, the A-Hed column has diverted readers from the darkest news with a range of lunacy and unusual stories from across the nation. Now, the best A-Hed stories from recent years come together in this hilarious tome. 142 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. $15.99 352 pages. Sterling. Paperback. $4.95


**3610942 307 MINUTES: WHEN TO ROB A BANK: ...and Other Big Questions.** By Andrew Yang. Here you will learn the standard length of eybrow hairs, a librarian in St. Louis, Missouri, delivers hundreds of bizarre and even heartwarming true stories, ranging from the mundane to the monstrous. The untold stories of our cultural history, from the great heroes of the past to the most famous contemporary figures. 274 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. $14.95 352 pages. Sterling. Paperback. $4.95

**7666454 MORBID CURiosity CURES THE BLUES: True Stories of the Unusual.** By Laura Dela. The stories are not your average morbid fare. This is a book of morbid curiosity, a book that will take you to the more “mordant” (visiting a torture museum), this curiously enjoyable collection of stories will entertain and haunt readers. Illus. 298 pages. Scriber. Paperback. $14.95 352 pages. Sterling. Paperback. $4.95

**7865171 I WORK AT A PUBLIC LIBRARY.** By Gina Sheridan. From a patron’s perspective, a collection of stories about the patrons asking for the standard length of eyebrow hairs, a librarian in St. Louis, Missouri, delivers hundreds of bizarre and even heartwarming true stories, ranging from the mundane to the monstrous. The untold stories of our cultural history, from the great heroes of the past to the most famous contemporary figures. 274 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. $14.95 352 pages. Sterling. Paperback. $4.95

**5891660 GOBLINPROOFING ONE’S CHILDREN.** By Reginald Bakeley. A complete manual on how you can repel the harrrning, harrassing, horrid, kingdom of goblins. Learn all about the goblins, their habits, and how to drive them away. 343 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. $14.95 352 pages. Sterling. Paperback. $4.95

Following the killing of their mentor Dumb-as-a-door, Wodehouse reveals his brilliance as a comic writer of light of day. From Charles Dickens to Britney Spears to Eliot Spitzer to others, and this hilarious collection brings that dark feeling into the light of day. From Charles Dickens to Britney Spears to Eliot Spitzer to others, and this hilarious collection brings that dark feeling into the light of day.
Gardening Fundamentals & Techniques

**3624994 GROWING MARIJUANA: How to Plant, Cultivate, and Harvest Your Own Weed.** By Tommy Chong. If you enjoy getting high and have a green thumb, growing marijuana may quickly become your (second) favorite pastime! With step-by-step instructions, Chong takes you through the process of cultivating and raising beautiful weed. He also supplies information on how to harvest and prepare the final product. Color photos. 203 pages. Castle. $9.95

**3594289 FINE GARDENING POCKET GARDENS: Design Ideas for Small Spaces.** Ed. by Jennifer Renjilian-Morris. Offers clear instructions to ensure your small space will produce the maximum number of blossoms and highest fruit and vegetable yields. Features: hundreds of garden ideas from container gardening to planting in raised beds; gardening basics; and advice for growing vegetables and flowers in high-yielding edibles. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Taunton. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**5876149 SMALL-LOT, HIGH-DENSITY GARDENING: Grow Like a Pro, Save Money, and Eat Well from Your Front (or Back Side) Yard 100% Organic Produce Garden.** By S. Gilbertte & L. Shew. You can turn your sprawling suburban acreage or postage stamp-sized plot into a low-impact, all-organic, totally sustainable produce garden. Explains all the most effective new fertilizers, drought-resistant cultivation methods, pest control, companion plantings, and more. 248 pages. Ten Speed. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95

**4583124 COMPOST: How to Make and Use in題break Your Garden.** By Clare Foster. Shows you how to improve and enrich your soil, feed your plants and nourish your vegetables by building a compost box, selecting the right mixture of materials, and judging the resulting compost to the best use in your outdoor space. Illus., some in color. 144 pages. Mitchell Beazley. Import. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**5813883 THE DRAGONFLY-FRIENDLY GARDENER: Create a Garden Home for Dragonflies and Damselflies.** By Rury Mackenridge Dods & K. de Koningwarter. A leading expert offers top tips on how to attract these splendid insects to your garden. From creating a pond or garden area to using useful plants and animals that can help bring your ecosystem into balance, as well as valuable techniques like succession planting, resistant plant varieties, and shielding plants with row covers. Fully illus. in color. 115 pages. Timber. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**5675714 HOW TO GET RID OF GARDEN PESTS AND DISEASES.** By Andrew Malajicky. With over 250 photographs, this key reference is the most comprehensive source available to help you keep ahead of all potential garden problems and identify the pests, diseases, and problems that could or are affecting your garden. 256 pages. Hermes House. Import. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

**5306992 SOLVING DEER PROBLEMS: How to Deeproot Your Yard and Keep Hooves Out (of) your Garden.** By Peter Loewer. Invaluable material describes how to build a deterring fence, use chemicals to keep deer out of your garden, choose plants for your yard that deer will avoid, and avoid deer on the road. 323 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**5700814 COMPOST: How to Use, How to Make—Everyday Essential Practices of Perennial Care.** Illus. in color. 56 pages. Saraband. Import. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

**5350258 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SAVING SEEDS: 322 Vegetables, Herbs, Fruits, Trees, and Shrubs.** By Robert & Cheryl M. Gough. Improve the health and productivity of your garden season after season by saving seeds from your best plants. Includes instructions for saving and sprouting seeds; and making another step towards food independence; save money; enjoy a healthy garden; be able to swap seeds with other seed savers; and more. Color photos. 311 pages. Storey. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**2424620 PLANT PROPAGATION: American Horticultural Society.** Ed. by Alan Toogood. Guide to the propagation of all garden plants, from trees and shrubs to culinary herbs. Offers a variety of propagation techniques for over 1,500 plants and provides general and specialized methods. Illus., color. 320 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 7½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

**581989X THE VICTORIAN GARDENER.** By Carolyn Wilkin. Explores the gardening profession within the complexities of Victorian society and the advances in science and technology that pushed the gardener further into the limelight. Fully illus., some in color. 64 pages. Shire. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**5898943 FLOWER GARDENING.** By Julie Bawden-Davis. Jam-packed with practical details and brilliant timesaving gardening techniques, and gardening projects—everything you need to know to create the garden you’ve always wanted. Features tips on common, garden flowers, with 480 flowering plants. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**5875113 SMALL-LOT, HIGH-DENSITY GARDENING: Grow Like a Pro, Save Money, and Eat Well from Your Front (or Back Side) Yard 100% Organic Produce Garden.** By S. Gilbertte & L. Shew. You can turn your sprawling suburban acreage or postage stamp-sized plot into a low-impact, all-organic, totally sustainable produce garden. Explains all the most effective new fertilizers, drought-resistant cultivation methods, pest control, companion plantings, and more. 248 pages. Ten Speed. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95

**5765714 WHAT’S WRONG WITH MY PLANT? (AND HOW DO I FIX IT?) A Visual Guide to Easy Diagnosis and Organic Remedies.** By D. Deardorff & K. Wadsworth. Dealing with a sick plant is one of the most frustrating situations a gardener or houseplant owner can face. But help is here: this innovative, easy to use reference enables you to recognize what’s plaguing your plants and suggests a gallery of color photos illustrating all common problems. 451 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.45 $16.95

**5758521 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SOIL: The Real Dirt on Cultivating Crops, Compost, and Natural and Organic Home.** By Anna Hess. Push down those harmful sprays and educate yourself in natural pest control. You’ll identify insects and animals that can help bring your ecosystem into balance, as well as valuable techniques like succession planting, resistant plant varieties, and shielding plants with row covers. Fully illus. in color. 115 pages. Timber. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

**5876087 HOLY SHIT: Managing Manure to Save Mankind.** By Gene Logsdon. Contrary farmer Gene Logsdon delivers the inside story of manure—our greatest, yet most misunderstood, nutrient source. One of the secrets is that we not only throw away manure worth billions in fertilizer value, but spend a staggering amount to do so. Logsdon shares his ideas for turning the manure into fertilizer. Illus. 204 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**2667970 INVASIVE PLANTS, 3RD EDITION REVISED.** By Sylvan R. & Wallace Kaufman. Now completely revised and updated with 23 new species, this guide features descriptions and color photos of some 200 alien species, from abandoned roadsides to suburban lawns, and some cases changing landscapes and habitats to an almost unimaginable degree. 516 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**3615723 THE WELL-TENDED PERENNIAL GARDEN: Planting & Pruning Techniques.** By R. J. Garner. Classic guide to the art of perennial gardening offers essential practices of perennial care such as deadheading, pinching, cutting back, thinning, disbudding, and deadheading. Of equal value is the ever importantpering of plants, which discusses the pruning and maintenance needs of each plant. SHOPTHORN. Color photos. 383 pages. Timber. Pub. at $34.95 $14.95

**2666596 THE ORGANIC BOOK OF COMPOST: Easy and Natural Techniques to Feed Your Garden.** By Pauline Pears. Composting reception is easier when you understand it as a budget-friendly way of dealing with “rubbish that rots.” This volume will teach you all you need to know about composting—what it is, how to make it, how to store it, and how to use it. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. IMM Lifestyle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95

**5826603 THE GRATER’S HANDBOOK, REVISED EDITION.** By R. J. Garner. Classic guide to plant propagation by grafting, layered, and budding for a new generation. Carefully written in a concise and straightforward style, it features chapters like Compatibility & Cambial Contact; Rootstocks & Their Propagation; and Tools & Accessories. Illus. over 300. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $40.00 $31.95
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**Vegetable Gardening**

**1848643 AN AMISH GARDEN: A Year in the Life of an Amish Family**
Takes you to six working Amish gardens from the month of January through December. This close-up of a world seldom seen shows you how one small garden can feed a family.

**5698367 PLANTS FROM PITS: How to Grow a Garden from Kitchen Scraps**
By Holly Farrell. Shows you how to grow fruits and vegetables, indoors and out, with minimum equipment and experiment.

**4741773 EFFICIENT & LOW-COST PLANT PRODUCTION FOR THE HOME GARDENER**
By Richard Haver. This guide is packed with step-by-step projects, perfect for the beginner and the experienced grower.

**116639X EPIC TOMATOES: How to Select & Grow the Best Varieties of All Time**
By Craig Lewis. A guide to growing the best tomatoes ever with this practical and beautiful guide by a tomato expert. Along the way, you’ll learn about this fruit’s fascinating history and how to choose the best varieties through colorful, detailed profiles.

**5805929 THE EDIBLE LANDSCAPE**
By Emily Tepe. Instead of planting your vegetables and fruits in rigid rows, open your yard for a feast for the stomach and the eyes! Emily provides examples of how to press your gardens into double duty. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Storey. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**5697581 LIVING ON ONE ACRE OR LESS**
By Sally Morgan. Filled with practical advice, this guide will show you how to grow all the fruit and vegetables your family needs, raise animals for meat and eggs, keep fish and bees, and even produce firewood on a plot of land of just one acre or less. Essential reading for anyone who wants to be more self-sufficient. Fully illus. in color. 223 pages. Green Books.

**5699576 GROWING YOUR OWN VEGETABLES: An Encyclopedia of Country Living Guide**
By C. Emery & L.E. Farnsworth. A comprehensive guidebook to growing your own vegetables. Covers everything from the how of plants grow to how to deal with pests and other problems. Find out what to grow, what season to plant, how to care for your plants, and what to do for best results. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Mitchell Beazley. 6 1/8 x 6 3/4. Import. Pub. at $19.94

**3606090 THE MINI FARMING BIBLE**
By Brett L. Markham. Delivers all the mini farming basics along with in-depth information on everything from preparing your garden for the growing season to maintaining and harvesting your bounty each season. 200 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**5738865 THE MINI FARMING HANDBOOK**
By Brett L. Markham. Delivers all the mini farming basics along with in-depth information on everything from preparing your garden for the growing season to maintaining and harvesting your bounty each season. 200 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**7571215 STRAW BALE GARDENING: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets!**

**3648222 TOMATOLAND: How Modern Industrial Agriculture Destroyed Our Most Alluring Fruit**
By Barry Estabrook. Today, fields and fields of fruiting tomatoes are grown on one of the most corrosive and compromising agriculture systems.”

**1686403 SMALL-SPACE VEGETABLE GARDENS: Growing Great Eats in Containers, Raised Beds, and Small Plots**
By Andrea Bellamy. Learn how to plan and build your small-space garden—on balconies, in patios, in spaces between fences or in small lots. Small-space gardening is not just a matter of squeezing more in. It’s about creating environments that encourage a connection to the land and the seasons.

**5805929 THE EDIBLE LANDSCAPE**
By Emily Tepe. Instead of planting your vegetables and fruits in rigid rows, open your yard for a feast for the stomach and the eyes! Emily provides examples of how to press your gardens into double duty. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Storey. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**5738394 THE JOY OF KEEPING A ROOT CELLAR, SECOND EDITION**
By Jennifer Megyesi. A complete guide to building and maintaining a root cellar. Even if it’s just a dark and cool spot for storing your harvest, it will keep your produce all year long. Storing food makes good sense, both financially and environmentally, and Megyesi shows how to make them part of every kitchen’s design and use. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Whitecap. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**1686403 SMALL-SPACE VEGETABLE GARDENS: Growing Great Eats in Containers, Raised Beds, and Small Plots**
By Andrea Bellamy. Learn how to plan and build your small-space garden—on balconies, in patios, in spaces between fences or in small lots. Small-space gardening is not just a matter of squeezing more in. It’s about creating environments that encourage a connection to the land and the seasons.
Vegetable Gardening


★ DVD 6482643 YEAR-ROUND VEGETABLE PRODUCTION with ELIOT COLEMAN. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $39.95 $27.95


Specialty Gardening

5768748 GROWING HERBS and VEGETABLES: From Seed to Harvest. By Terry & Mark Silber. This wonderfully motivating growing guide provides advice on how to grow 37 vegetables, from asparagus to zucchini, and 51 herbs, from angelica to yarrow. Includes tips and tricks every gardener needs to know, from controlling pests to tending onions. Well illus. in color. 274 pages. Knopf. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00. $19.95

4608054 BETTER HOMES and GARDENS HERB GARDENING. By Karen Welser. This book provides a comprehensive guide to planning, planting, creating, and caring for a beautiful and delicious herb garden. Become inspired to begin a large backyard garden or a small window box full set-up by the 575 full-color photos of herbs and their uses. Includes 35 recipes, 224 pages. Wiley. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

3695933 EASY CONTAINER COMBOs: VEGETABLES & FLOWERS. By Pamela Crawford. Learn to grow easy vegetables in great-looking container combos! Includes the 18 easiest container vegetables; foolproof container growing tips; attractive vegetable and container combinations, and much more. SHOPWORN. Color photos. 168 pages. Garden & Gun Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $9.95

5771765 ROSES REVEALED: Find Your Perfect Roses. By Dermot O’Neill. Here are the author’s top 200 roses, selected for their combination of exceptional qualities such as scent, long flowering period and good disease resistance. Written for both the beginning and the expert rose grower, this book will help you select the rose container suitable for your garden or, for small gardens, you will find it here. Color photos. 192 pages. Ball Publishing. 9x10. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95. $19.99

5830070 FRUIT and VEGETABLES IN POTS: Simple Steps to Grow Great Fruit and Veg. By Martin Whittingham. Discover easy ways to grow your own produce in a small space. This guidebook features advice on choosing fruit and vegetables for pots and containers that will produce tasty produce year-round, with step by step guides on how to plant and care for a wide range of productive plants. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

3666301 THE ROCK GARDEN PLANT PRIMER. Easy, Small Plants for the Rock Garden. By Christopher Grey-Wilson. The author recommends interesting yet easy to grow plants for a variety of garden situations, including shady patios, mixed borders, and patios. For the most part, they can be treated just like other garden plants, rarely needing special treatment or equipment. Color photos. 176 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $6.95

4540298 GROW F RUIT NATURALLY: A Hands-On Guide to Luscious, Homegrown Fruit. By Lee Reich. This encyclopedia listing of fruits provides in-depth information on individual fruit needs, care, and varieties, with a focus on all-natural growing techniques, from apples, pears and peaches to blueberries and avocados. Color photos. 234 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $6.95

4638247 HOMEMADE G RUBING and CULINARY USES: A Guide by L.B. Morgan & A. McCormick. This combination gardening book and cookbook is for everyone who has ever thought about growing and cooking with fresh herbs. Explains all you need to know about herbs, how to harvest, and how to incorporate their distinctive flavors into delicious homemade dishes. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Quarry. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

4699131 CONTAINER GARDENING. By W. Webster & the eds. of Sunset Books. This book features great ideas for decks, porches, rooftops, courtyards, and entryways; from fragrant flowers to vegetables and herbs for a tiny balcony. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Sunset. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

★ 575692 THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA of JAPANESE GARDENING. By Charles Chesser. Features over 700 color photographs which include a selection of Japanese gardens throughout Japan, including Katsura, and step by step illustrations that illustrate the practical processes of Japanese gardening. This comprehensive guide will give you both the inspiration and the know-how to maintain your garden. 256 pages. Hermes House. 9x11. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

2757680 GROWING BONSAI: A Practical Encyclopedia. By Ken Norman. This complete guide to the classic art of bonsai is filled with essential techniques and step by step projects. With it, you will learn how to choose the best trees and shrubs for bonsai, and how to design and style 15 classic bonsai shapes, from formal and informal to upright, planting and swaying. Over 800 color photos. 256 pages. Hermes House. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

5805619 BACKYARD WATER GARDENS. By Veronica Larson Fowler. Answers your questions about designing, building, maintaining, planting, and even stopping algae; how to avoid common mistakes; properly site and size your water feature; keep up on basic year-round care; choose the right equipment. 176 pages. Garden & Gun Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

★ DVD 6143293 ROSES. Hosts Peter Seabrook and Anne Swithenbank explore the beauty of America’s favorite flower. Modern techniques are linked with age-old experience to show how you can produce more roses and better roses than ever before. 60 minutes. 0:60. 80 minutes. Color photos. 74 pages. Garden & Gun Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

★ 4561472 THE ORGANIC BAG GARDEN: A Step-by-Step Guide to Growing Your Own. By Torr Powers. Whether you have 50 square feet or an acre or more to plant, this straightforward guide will arm you with all the tools you need to successfully grow organic grains. Powers walks you through the entire production process month by month, explaining everything you need to know, from selecting varieties to harvesting. Illus. in color. 188 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $13.95

★ 4328912 THE ORGANIC BAG GARDEN: A Step-by-Step Guide to Growing Your Own. By Torr Powers. Whether you have 50 square feet or an acre or more to plant, this straightforward guide will arm you with all the tools you need to successfully grow organic grains. Powers walks you through the entire production process month by month, explaining everything you need to know, from selecting varieties to harvesting. Illus. in color. 188 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $13.95

★ 4614127 AUTHENTIC JAPANESE GARDENS: Creating Japanese Design and Detail in the Western Garden. By Joel Karsten. This book takes the tried-and-true Japanese approach to garden design from hill and pond gardens with their islands and bridges, to tea gardens with their stone basins. From the selecting, grouping, and successful cultivation of aquatic and other plants required in a Japanese garden and its surroundings. Illus., most in color. 139 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95

★ 5744685 STRAW BALE GARDENES COMPLETE. By Joel Karsten. Straw bale gardens get high yields, never need weeding, do not require soil, extend the growing season by months, and grow anywhere. With this expanded and updated volume Karsten has addressed the feedback he has received and answers many questions about the radical technique. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Cool Springs. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

★ 3559854 THE MAGICAL WORLD of MOSS GARDENING. By Annie Martin. In this inspiring guide, Martin covers the essentials for creating an extraordinary moss garden. With profiles of the best mosses, tips on collection and care, you can create fascinating combinations and establish a veritable oasis to enjoy for years to come. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $12.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/972
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**649367X HOME GROWN TEA: An Illustrated Guide to Planting, Harvesting, and Blending Teas and Teasins**. By Cayse Liversidge. A gardening guide for tea-lovers everywhere, this volume features more than 40 different plants to use, offers advice on growing and harvesting the herbs illustrated with the author’s paintings of individual plants as well as hundreds of step-by-step diagrams. This book process. 270 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95.

**5776620 BONSAI: A Patient Art**. By I.M. Stone. Illus. 192 pages. Adams Media. *PRICE CUT to $2.95*

**GROWING WITH CHICKENS: Plans and Plants for You and Your Chickens**. By David Squire. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Timber. Pub. at $19.95.


**2754185 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS WATER GARDENING**. By Megan McConnell Hughes. 325 color photos. 224 pages. Wiley. *PRICE CUT to $9.95*


**2754185 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS WATER GARDENING**. By Megan McConnell Hughes. 325 color photos. 224 pages. Wiley. *PRICE CUT to $9.95*
**3623351 THE INDOOR PLANT BIBLE.** By Dorte Nissen. Create a beautiful garden space indoors with this comprehensive guide. A wide range of house plants are discussed, including colorful geraniums and cineraria, ambient ferns and palms, and exotic orchids and cacti. You'll find details of each plant's characteristics and care requirements. Color photos. 256 pages. Chartwell, Spiralbound. Pub. at $22.00

**5815989 HOMEGROWN MARIJUANA: Cultivating Your Own Home.** By Joshua Shefs. From simple to complex, this volume provides all the information you need to create and operate a hydroponic growing system in your own home. Using step by step instructions and photos, Shefs explains how to create, build, maintain, and harvest a marijuana garden. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

---

**4569636 WHAT'S WRONG WITH MY HOUSEPLANT? Save Your Indoor Plants from Common Problems.** By D. Dearcroft and K. Wadtsworth. Tells you exactly how much light, water, and fertilizer more than 130 indoor plants need to thrive. You'll also learn how to identify common plant problems and how to choose the most effective, organic solutions. This helpful guide should be on your shelf if you love houseplants! Fully ill. in color. 292 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95


---

**4595262 PARADISE TRANSFORMED: The Private Garden for the Twenty-First Century.** By G. Cooper & G. Taylor. Documents highly imaginative projects by more than 25 landscape architects worldwide to offer a major survey of cutting-edge landscape designs. Well ill. in color. 208 pages. Monacelli. 9x11. Pub. at $50.00

**4446899 BETTER GARDENS AND GARDENING THROUGH LANDSCAPING.** Shows inspiring ways to use stone in your landscape, from paths, patios, and edgings to steps, walls, and accents. Whether you want to add a cobblestone path or build a fieldstone path, this guide provides savvy design tips and simple building techniques. Color pages. 232 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**3660642 GRASS SCAPES: Gardening with Ornamental Grasses.** By M. Quinn & C. Macleod. Unlike other plants, grasses offer texture, shape, color, movement and even sound to create a dramatic and calming effect. This book reveals the amazing diversity of ornamental grasses and shows how you can transform your garden into an inviting oasis. Color photos. 192 pages. Ball Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

---

**4555493 JAMIE DURIE'S EDIBLE GARDEN DESIGN: Delicious Designs from the Ground Up.** By Showna Coronado. Offers clear, step by step information that explains everything you need to know to create your own edible gardens. Choosing locations, and plants, making growing medium, planting and watering, and even hanging your creation are covered in full detail. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**4635387 GROWING A LIVING WALL: Create Vertical Gardens with Purpose.** By Shawna Coronado. Offers clear, step by step information that explains everything you need to know to create your own vertical gardens. Choosing locations, and plants, making growing medium, planting and watering, and even hanging your creation are covered in full detail. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

---

**5814502 THE MODERN ARCHITECTURAL LANDSCAPE.** By Caroline Constant. Examines diverse approaches to landscape in the work of architects—building, painting, fashion, and art—between 1915 and the mid-1980s. Provides case studies that explore the public realm rather than the private garden, which had been an arena of modernist Western theory and practice during the early decades of the 20th. Illus. 300 pages. UMPV. 7x9. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00

---

**5708357 LIVING LAND: The Gardens of Blasen Landscape Architecture.** Text by H. White. photos by M. Brenner. The gardens in this collection grow on the shores of the Pacific Ocean, in the valleys of the California coastline, in deserts, and on spacious residential estates. Each is of a sophisticated and seamless quality and demonstrates Eric and Silvina Blasen’s ability to intensely intuit a dynamic between the human experience and the creative process. Illus. 272 pages. Monacelli. 10x14. Pub. at $60.00

---

**4527291 FREDERICK LAW OLMSLEDT: Writings on Landscape, Culture, and Society.** Ed. by Charles E. Beveridge. Gathering together Olmsted’s writings, travel sketches, newspaper articles, essays, editorials, design proposals, official reports, and autobiographical reminiscences—this volume charts the emergence and development of Olmsted’s unique vision of restorative public green spaces as an antidote to the debilitating pressures of urbanization and modern life. 16 pages of photos. 802 pages. Library of America. 4½x8. Pub. at $45.00

---

**5704685 WILDLIFE IN YOUR GARDEN: Planting and Landscaping to Create a Backyard Sanctuary.** By Karen Lanier. The hows and whys of creating a garden to attract a host of animals and offer them advice on how to do it. In garden design (or unplugging) to certain creatures. Includes the principles of birdscaping to make your garden inviting to feathered friends, creating pleasing habitats for reptiles and amphibians, how to enjoy your garden, and more. Fully illus. in color. 238 pages. Lumina Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

---

**5720370 THE SUCCESSFUL CONSERVATORY AND GROWING EXOTIC PLANTS.** By Joan Phelan. Fully illus. in color. expert reveals how to grow Orchids & more. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Monterey. 8¼x11. Pub. at $15.95

---

**3602338 MAKING THE MODERN GARDEN.** By Christopher Bradley-Hole with M. Griffiths. Color photos. 192 pages. 8½x11. Pub. at $45.00

---

**5849659 OUTDOORS: The Garden Design Book for the Twenty-First Century.** By D. Gavian & T. Conran. This collaboration between a distinguished style setter, Terence Conran, and a noted garden designer, Daminund Gavian, presents the principles of imaginative and innovative landscape design, providing readers with useful knowledge and also with inspiration from diverse sources, including art and fashion. Well illus. 272 pages. Monacelli. 10x14. Pub. at $60.00

---

**3680838 STRANGE CAN LANDSCAPES.** By M. Lerner. The author shares his 40 years of landscape experience to help you design and install a landscape that shows your personality and connects with your home. You’ll also learn how to work with a financial planner. Fully illus. in color. 458 pages. Ball Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $89.95

---

**3660642 GRASS SCAPES: Gardening with Ornamental Grasses.** By M. Quinn & C. Macleod. Unlike other plants, grasses offer texture, shape, color, movement and even sound to create a dramatic and calming effect. This book reveals the amazing diversity of ornamental grasses and shows how you can transform your garden into an inviting oasis. Color photos. 192 pages. Ball Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

---

**5694995 A GARDEN MAKES A HOUSE A HOME.** By Elvin Bradley-Hole with M. Griffiths. Color photos. 192 pages. Monterey. 8¼x11. Pub. at $45.00

---

**2656263 LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE, FOURTH EDITION.** By J. O. Simonds & B. W. Starkie. This completely updated modern classic provides a systematic approach to the creation of more usable, efficient, aesthetically pleasing outdoor living and social places. Readers will find hundreds of teaching diagrams, plans, photos, and graphics from many of the world’s leading landscape architects. 396 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8¼x11. Pub. at $89.95

---

**5439136 THE SCYTHING HANDBOOK.** By Ian Miller. Scything promotes health, reduces stress, connects you to a meditative contemplation of the natural world while producing beautiful lawns and luscious mulch for the modern gardener and homesteader. This easy-to-follow guide will teach you how to scythe—top to bottom. Join the scythe revolution! Well illus. 152 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

---

**572774X GREAT GARDEN DESIGN.** By David H. Hovey. well illus. in color. A collection of twenty-five gardens of all sizes. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Frances Lincoln. 8¼x11. Pub. at $14.95
You can print out extra order forms at EdwardRHamilton.com/9725